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Stafwnt of the Froblem ;
Management has been defined as the "function of execu-
tive leadership." If thle is accepted* the probleiaa of
Billtary leadership ara biiose of military manages^sent* and
the probleiGS of top fijanagement are of a nature that require
•jcecutives of exceptional capacity for the required level
of perfonsance* oecaust: of this* it is esaential that adli-
tary co£rj!»nders exert every effort to insure a continuous
rlow of qualified officer leadere into executive poaitlons
in jaliltary orgauiaations.
There are generally ..elleved to be tlu»e«r sources of
2
leadership ability: heredity, environment* and training.
Each of these is believed to contribute its share to tiie
»Ake-up of a leader. ilo&t authorities believe that tialtis
^iilch are dependent UiK>n heredity are not developable, but
ihiit envirofiaent and ti^alaln?, can be called upon to assist
in tne executive growth of leaders. Envlronasent, as a
Ralph C. Davis, Preface to Fundamentals of Top Man-
agenent {iiew York: Harper c> Brothers , PuoXIshers, 195111
p. xlx.
2
Arthui* J. Jones, The Education of Youth for Leader-
ship (New York; McOraw-hill took Co?ipany, I9JBI, p. BF.
•tii^pfi
^.•f^:^n: * lol -I^rio*'' ^"
.:W# d.,*^ iU
nathod of developing leadership, is provided the mllltapy
officer by virtue of his daily perfornuince of duty, but
tpeining raust be provided to insure a balanced ,^owth prograa.
On© training a«thod thmt has recently cr«(«ted consider-
able interest in training circles is known aa "rol^j-plajing."
It is a training taethod by which t»o or siore people prepare
for a reul-lir@ situation by acting out a simulated situa-
tion, aith a view to being prepared to cope i»ore effectively
vith tx:ie situation wh^n it s^aterlalisea. It can be utilised
as an aid in alcaont any field of endeavor oecauae ii^ it based
on spontaneity of action, i^o tli&t role-playing becoiios very
auch lilce a real life aituation.* 3y use of tii© siiaple drama
the participants und tti© audience ar© afforded an opportunity
to analyse the probleiQ and develop idea® on tl*e subject.
These id^fis can then be introrcha xsged to the ben€«fit of all
concerned.
Th«ij purpose of thii« stud;.' is to ooriduct a survey of
rolw-pifeying as a le^derahip devclopsjent technique, in oruer
to deteraln* tin objectives and procedures thi^t 0*^ be appli-
cable to the teehnicju© when applied as en infors»&l triilaing
method at the local coeanand level within the military Dsttab-
llshKent,
5
A. A, Llverlght, "Union Leadership Training—A Hand-
book of Tools and Techniques," condensed in Personnel Journal ,
April, 1951, p. I4I2.
•^ll«j(%-
Importance of the Frobltm;
Xiifc laiportaaco of uigh OAliu«tr ieadfereriip in lallitary
fiituitions «&& rooognised as fAr taok &6 r;&poleori, who Ib
reported fco hava said, "A wise direction is of Kore eivail
than overwhelming numbepB, sound strata,^ than th© sort
pex*rect armamant." Xnia situation ha a ramaiaaa true; in
fact, Bjodern ariaiaa have incre«»«ed in eisic and require larger
numbera of qualified leaders than did tne aroiiea of i*apoleon.
Further, in modern warfare, the leader haa Increaaed In iffi*
portance beoaiute the complexitiea of modern arasdfia require
additional suiii in namdlii'^; huaan relatione end In coordin-
ation &.nd tea»^work« ^'he l&ttcr pViaiies of leadership are of
spocial signii'icanc«t bacauae '^there la probably no phaae of
huaan activity where one ia so llkel;? to try to find good
exouaea for his woaka<ss2i and lack of real aitrlll aa in the
handling of people."'^ Therefore, aiodern military leadership
has increaaed in iKpoi'tance, both quantitatively and quali-
tatively, and the dovelopueut oi' qualified It^adera hae be-
coiae \,a«5 concern oC every military organ! ^aiti on.
the iiaportanc© of good Itaderaliip hae bcsen recognised
by the military, uud «ix»:»cutlve dcvelopKent policies have Deen
©atubliehed by the var'oua bi-anchea of the &rmed forcea to
inaure adequate l«Edar£lii:.> v'ovelopaent lu jun3.or officers.
The objectives of auch pollclea ii&ve been to prepare young
u
Georr,e D. Halaey, -^o1y tc be a L'.-ader (Wew York:




offioars to asaimie the high degree of euthorlty and reepon-
•ibillty that will be required of thea ns the top military
eoisnandera of tosiorrow. This ultimate objective has been
auppleaented by Isanediate and intermediate objectives con-
cerned with the training of officers to adequately pt^rforw
their current duties, and those dutiea to which they may be
assigned along the road toward the top levels of cotsssand*
The jdarlne Corps, for eitarcple, has provided for th«
fulfiUawnt of leadership development obJe«tlv«Js by «etab-
llahing an overall policy based on job j?otations ana on-the-
job training, supplei^cnted by for»al achoollng. That pro-
gram furnishes a sesi^le of the policies of the various ser^
vloeSy and excerpts fross the aiarliie Corps Manual provide an
illustration of typical current practices
j
The purpose.,. is to prescribe aMsi^^nmont
policies designed to develop highly coir:petent
officers, qualified to serv most effectively
in the event of a future war or national emer-
gency. The policies support a program consisting
essentially of "on the job* practical training,
supplemented by formal school training. The
prograai will elisiinate repeated assignments to
the same type duty unleB; speciallsMitlon is indi-
cated, and will substitute therefore greater
opportunity for officers to gain broad coaaand
and staff experience. ...^
The key to the program is rotation of assign-
ments, notation air.ong aesigsanente in a bro^d
sense» i.e.
. among fleet »arine force and non-
fleet inarlne force organisations, and to formal
schooling, and among asslgnaents in a narrower
sense, i.e., to conaaand, student, reserve, etc..
1
krtiole 7050
Sx-^t f^ ?,< •'^t
duties, will be «ff6cted by tho CoimAndant of
th© Marin© C
devtlopoient
« ftrlne orps with a view toward pro^essivs
BDsn of the individual offitior. . • »*'
The purpose of the various schools and courses
established for commissioned personnel is to
assure a corps of officers proficient to the
highest degree in tnose professional and technical
duties of staff and cosimand necessary to carry
out the tttiasions of th© Marine Corps,, •In gen-
eral, it shall bo the policy to insure the
military schooling of commissioned officers
as a wnolo ratner than conpr©hensi^/e nchooiing
of a small minority. To implement the above
,policlea» achoollnF, 1» provided iaerlne Corpe
Officers as follows:
a. By aesli^nment to courses of Instruction
at appropriate schools,
b, iiy raaking availaoic to ail officers
eattenaion courses.
V
ThuSf tne assi^^nment pattern for the dcveiopracnt of a
l»rticular offleer* wouia include aporoxiwately eight years
of fleet Kuarlne lorce (corobat unit) duty, eight years of
non -fleet marine force duty, and three years of formal
schooling before that officer vould be assigned duties in
accordance with his expc^rience, as opposed to asslgnsaents
on a basis of ^^eneal executive growth,
Mature of the ProbXea i
The above policies sake xk> provision for the Informal
leadership training of officers wit .in local eoffunands, al-
though «ofit coKissands conduct inforMsl traininir' on a volun-






military lead^re providttt the basis for the proilem to be
coiU)id«r»d In this study, I» role-pl&ylng, by itself, or
in conjunction with other training saethods, a possible
unsv^sr to the t>roble» of local cosaand training? C^n the
BK?thod be uaed to suvplereent and cotipleiaent present loader-
ship developtiient policies and ttiue assist In th^ attaim&ent
of the objectives of executive growth of military officers?
Defore attetiptlng to ant^wer these que '*t ions, the
nature of the informal training problem munt be Imown, An
eziimple of the characteristic 5- present in local conin'and
training; flituatione, as exemplified by a typ1c<5l aircrcft
squadron, mlrht Incliide:
tStudenta ; Officers of an organization uau-ally attend
training sessions on a compulsory basis, provided that
they are not engaged in more pressin,;; dutlei? et the time.
The average attendance at an aircraft squadron training
class, for example, would be about 15 to 20 officers. The
group would vary in railitary experience from one to twenty
years, in renk from second lieutenant to lieutenant col-
onel, with the average age between twenty-five and thirty.
Leadership ; *IOfit orraniaatioas havo a training
officer assigned, responsible to the unit operations
officer. ThiB tralnin.?^^ officer is usually char ;:ed with Uie
responsibility of schedullnr classes, pr^parin^ subject
siaterial, obtaining training aids, assigning lecturers from
9if3 dltlr
f^o'ti is'i'i'xwiodi »fiiMai.ia r.:.alm^ ,^"
7the orrieer j^^rroup, ana tiie general coordinatior* ot the pro-
grfts* '£ii^ oXTic«r aaaigneci is rarely a quuliriec t^raining
auwhorlt/f but oae uaually been given the asaignuient In
ACCo:i'daftco wita t;he regular job rofcation policy.
jn^^fcifttjcs g SoKoe operating unite Bcn<iaule regular offi-
cer traiiilng eebsiona. A more typical procedure, however*
is Tor &u organ!aation to have a "foul wea trier -^ training
progrtus, to go into efCect during incle&ent weather when
not^al operation in aot poe&iole, or wh«*ii other iactors
ror-c.t> cauceilaCioa --jI noi'ttal working rau^in&it»« in eix.uer
o&fie* ualniiis la aoraftliy conuuctctl auriug woi'Ulng houm
In on& to two hou2> p(^riod£»*
Trainlru^ co^iUitlorfe& i Training aid&; iricludin^ project-
ors, film libraries, blackboarcis, bou!t4 r«cordere, mook-upa
and sodeltt, etc., are nori&all> aval liable &t &11 peroattent
stations &nd £*t g:.o£»t tei&porary military Uteee. Clfieses
are utually hfeld in the worklm: ar^^a; in Jiquatiron rettdy
roojufi* fehips* wbrdroocia, ox* barracke cla&arcout;, with aver-
age lightin^^, stucient comfort, iina nolue*
iiuLiect iaaterial ; fcioet itu'oriaal tr&iniu^: la technical
in n&ture, £tuji plees^nteu by general Int&reet ana broad edu-
cational £ubject4,. 1SX& uatuez* of subject £>iiiteri&l is large-
ly left up to the unit cojsob^&nacr, although certain subjects
Jsaay be prescribed by higner cocaaance, or the xilriitr com-
aanda siay conduct claaeea for all officer© in certain sub-
jects.
nl




Top atanaKeaftot backing ; The various s;ervic©» encour-
age informal unit training, but usually require it only
when the unit tolas ion so preserlbes. Local superior com-
mands often require a prescribed number of hours of training
each nonth or require adequate coverage of paz^ticular sub-
jects. In general, however, higher coEaaands back unit train-
ing through supplying staff advice and training aids, and
by promoting training by inspecting unit training progranifl
and facilities periodically to insure that programs are in
effect and operating according to current airectives. The
particular unit comoander is actually the deciding factor
as regards the strength of infonsal training programs; his
attitude determines the extent and nature of the ort^aniza-
tion*a training status. A usual oosszsand attitude concerning
training is that It is to be encourage and promoted, pro-
vided that it does not interfere with the accomplishsient
of the cooaimnd mission.
The nature of the problem of this study is one of
detersjining whether role-playing, under conditions similar
to those de££cribed above, can sieet the requiresents of a
good training program, and thus contribute to t-.ie overall
executive development of the isdlitary leader.
^cope of the Study ;
The purpose of the study and the nature of the problem
suggest that the scope of the study should be limited to a
<' iat m-ii to aiuoii K'i.>,1*llK
it .io»«
1« ysJUiia'S^ apii ••jcv»« I'ijw^ ji»»i
„1 'H ••iiXX>
uj dX *X ^«£W «i jlfllntai^
..^d io« ••oil iti 4iii5t* t»«>b*v
-•.Jig atii4 lo «•.!;
tiiaouBsion or the sMthod in thft light of the requireiaents
of good training programa* and to the possible vMem througli
which the method isight contribute to the development of
military officers.
The requirements of a good training prograa are gener-
ally considered to include:
1. Ijefinite training object! irtee.
2. A definite training plan.
5. Kouad training policy.
4* Frogreasive top leadership.
5. Definite location of tr-alning reapontpibility.
6. Sound training methods.
7. SuX'fielent appropriate Information for trairdng
purposes."
Role-playing, for the purposes of this etuciy, is con-
sidered as a contributing factor in the overall executive
growth of the military officer. The method is coiisidered
herein as a aupplecientary tool, one to complement trie over-
all progras now in effect, and the problem becomes one of
fitting the laethod into its place within the requirements
of a good progi am. in reference to t.^ie above seven require-
Bwnts, the study is concerned as follows:
(1) The objectives of isilitary leadership have been
listed above; this study is concerned with the part that
role-playing can play in furthering those objectives.
Davie, o£. cit ., p. 499-
.otfli «i;l«i"«ao««:^oA
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(2) The training plan for leaderBhlp advancement has alao
been mentioned; role-playing vill be conaidered &a an
addition to that plan, aa a method to supplement present
training by incorporating the technique in local coEsmand
training prograisfl. (5) Training policies are, in themselves,
beyond the scop© of this study, but role-playing saist be in-
vestigated In tlie light of i:<>8slble policies to determine its
value and uses. In this connection, there are considered to
be three distinct leadership developsaent policy levels in
the arxaed forces: The top level policy has been ueterxained-
the various services will conduct leadership training; a
seoond policy level can be described as the basis to be
used for leadership training laethods, i.e. , Uirough develop-
ing specific leadership characteristics, Ly uise of job
specifications, etc,; the third policy level, which Is the
primary concern of this study. Is concerned with ihe train-
ing methods to be used in carrying out the higher level
policies.
(4) Top leadership backing is of concern in this study
because, unless the subject method is acceptable to orgai>-
isation commanders, and can obtain and hold their backing,
it has little chance to succeed In practice. (5) The loca-
tion of responsibility for cornmand training has been set
with military commanders by regulation; within each com-





Th« Btu47 l« dlr«ctly concerned with the value of role-
playing aa a training trvethod. so its educational atatua and
practical valuaa inuat be Inveatif^ated. (?) ^« problem of
deternininp^ whether thert ia siiTflcient information avail-
able for training purpoaea la considered herein bec^uae
therci aust be sufficient information available to warrant
uae of the technique.
The study has been limited to an appraisal of the above
areas because the time and monetary difficulties Involved
in a co.prehenslve evaluation prohibited such extensive
coverage
•
T^iroug.hout the 8tudy» role-playing has been considered
from various viewpoints, and 5nfonr«tlon has been drawn from
the fields of education* medicine, industry, and the mili-
tary. The latter two have, p^rimps, be^n erap'nasized because
the trainlnr, conditions in those fielus appeared the most
applicable to the problem at hand*
Certain terms, used ti-irouijhout the f^tudy, whose ®ean-
iQgs might be confused nre defined as follows:
Hole-playin<a; ; As used in this study role-playing con-
sists of any draraatle pr<Bsentation utilised in claasrooia
training, 'fhia interpretation includes drainatlc presenta-
tions coBu&ooly found under the nais^s of experience prac*
tice, playlets, skits, socio-draisas, psycho-dratuas, etc.
The only restriction placed upon the tern* is that the sit-
uations must be concerned with the face to face relations
0«*l«i»£>d fixi»'l«f^ t-><K»hl*^j
•roc
«o^ BW«*i «•«* «»'
,-'I(tO -(•*"
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of l«&d«r£^ and subordinate 8 In non- tactical pioblcma,
Kxceutlvc, £;upervi£or, and .^lllitary Leader : The terat
&r© used Bynt">nymoualy, to Include all levels of leaders In
industry, and to the military coBsalaaloned officer.
Leadership ; A leader is con&idered as one who has the
function of getting something done tiirough the efforts of
q
other peoi,»le,^
Military : T.io term* as used In this study, encompasses
any or all of the armed forces of the United r tatfos, al-
though tlie majority of illustrations and eatamples have; been
dr iwn froflj the author's experience wit^i i4arine Corps situa-
tions,
'Iraining and Education ; Thro ghout the study the terns
are used synonymously, to include both skill training and
general background knowledge. However, authorities whose
field la primarily one of practicing industrial training
are referred to as "training authorities," as opposed to
"educational authorities" who are considered professional
men primarily concerned with the theory of education.
Method of procedure ;
The questions to be answered regarding the place of
role -playing amon£: the requirements of a fOod training pro-
^ Myles L. Mace, ^'he Growth and Levislopmcnt of t jcecu-
tives (Bostons Graduate School of Acmlnistration, M-jrvard
University, 1950), p. lof.
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gran, and the possible usea to which the method luli^ Im
put, su^rost further q-joations that furnish a basis for
procedure la the utudy:
l^hat is role -playing??
Wtmt values are attributed to its use?
^'Iiat are the obrtacles Involved In Its use?
Uov migiTit it vork In practice?
Hos* has it worked in practice?
The devel<->pBient of role-pla3rin^ as a trainlnj^' i?5f th"d,
its uses in TerioTis fields of endeavor, and iti* prersnt status
are dlscucBed In Chapter II. The purpose of ttiat chapter is
to form a basis for further lnv< ctlgaticnB based on an under-
standing of the method aft it exists today.
Chapter III is concerned with the value of role-playing
as a trainlnp; method. The theoretical values arc investi-
gated and cosipared with practical appralsale of Industrial
ufers. .*it thods of usinp the tcci.nlque, and typical charac-
teristics of prof^raaai, are included in the appraisal to
furnish a basis for planning a eiilitary proj^raa.
Chapter IV contains a oiecuesion of the Biajor obstacles
involved In the utilization of the method in leedercnip
training. The job of the proup leader, or Instructor, is
given particular attention.
A theoretical application, based on an overall policy
of leadership training through the use of critical situa-
tions, is illustrated in Chapter V. An attempt is laade to









teach tU« princij^lca of leadersliip* aua tc illueti'^ite th&
type or i».u&j<>ot siatt«r avallai^le.
4 case fituUy or the racthod in operation la a local mil-
itary coiaaaad situation is reported ui^on in whaptor VX,
Tnm observations are ba^od on an «xp€irii::!ent cois^ducted by
taa oX*fleers or a :«(ari£ia aviation squadron* uaiiig the in-




THK DEVELOPMENT OF ROLE-PLAYIHG
Introduction !
Before attempting to deteraslne specific characteris-
tics and procedures, it is necessary to obtain a general
uaderatending of a subject. In the case of roleoplaylng*
its history, background, fields of present usage, and ex-
tent of use must be determined before considering specific
items.
This chapter is concerned with the origination of role-
playing, its developiaent as a training method, and its
present uses in tr^e various fields of education. The scope
of the chapter has been limited to these topics, with e»-
phasis beinf^ placed on the field of industrial training.
The early history of role -playing, early leaders In Its
develof^Mtnt, present usage, and a discussion of develop-
»ent in industrial training areas are presented in that
order.
Most authorities o^nBider role-playing as a fairly
For exasiple: Stuart Chase, Hoads to Ajgreeiaent, p.
99; md, ielbert C. Miller, "Introductory emonstrations
and Applications of Tliree «lajor Uses of Role-ileying for
Business and Government Administrators," Socioaetry, reb-
ruary, 1931. P. if9-
15
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recent developsQent in education. Its use us a training
metiOd, however, can be traced back for many years. ITie
military can poaeibly be credited with the earliest forsial
use of the method. For example. Napoleon utilized a forn
of role-playing In the ommp of Boulogne, when he prepared
his armies for battle through a series of training maneuvers
«
and Abercrombie trained British troops in landing opez^ations
at Cypress in iBOl, through mock battle landings. It might
be argued that these battle isaneuvers eannot be considered
true role•'playing, &b conducted in the confines of the
classroom or office. If the definition of role-playing
originally used in this study is accepted, however, man-
euvers fit the definition because they call for acting out
the parts of leaders and soldiers in battle, and the
people concerned prepare themselves for actual aituations
through the artificial situations they enter.
These early battle maneuvers were conducted more by
chance than plan,^ but organized and planned battle "exer-
cises" have been conducted by the navies of the world for
years. The United states Marine Corps has conducted
planned laaneuvers regularly, and on a large scale, since
1921.^ These latter instances, although not recognised or
2
Alfred Vagts, Landing Operations (Harris burg. Pa.:
atilitary Service i*ubl!shing Company, 19U6), p. U6.
^ IfOC Pit .
H Clyde H. iSetoalf, A Hietory of the L'nited States
Marine Corps (New York: gTp. JPutnam'T iions, 195^), p. 52?,
61
gnlal«id « «B :Jt aa^oMioXavafi) la*o«i
mrjol 3 b:>^i.!:X.;.. Aos/o-cf^ ,9iq«r*:e -roS ,fo©fWar
td
.a««it? nftff* •&ff/w<d
&e*oubnoo a«*t mqtm^ •nA'ia* nt^tfJ -
^•W) •q['»>3 ftglna^i
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termed as role-playing* may furnish the earliest examples
of planned education through the acting out of aituatlons
of concern to the participants,
Early Leaders ;
Most authorities on role-playing^ credit Doctor Jacob
L« Horeno with the origination of the modern concept of the
"psycho-draaa" and "soclo-draiaa," which are usually consid-
ered the first formal educational developcsents in the role-
playing field. Under this concept of developteent* the
origin of role-playing is found in tne Idea of the psycho-
drama* as originated by Doctor Moreno about 192^
•
Doctor Sloreno was born in Bucharest* Rumania* May 20*
lei92* He beeane a psychiatrist a;id author in Austria* and
it was there that he first experijaented with the psycno-
drama in the treatment of mental disorders, Moreno caiae
to the United States in l$2'jj At that time he began in-
troducing his psycho-drama technique to Aaeriean inedlcal
authorities and educators. He lectured at Coluinbia Univer-
sity and the Mew School for Social Hsseareh* experirrented
with psycho-therapy in the treatment of isental disorders
at St. Kliaabath's Hospital* j^aahlagton, D.C., at Sing Sing
For exas»ple: Chase* op . cit .* p. 99; and* Lelaad ?•
i>radford* *'The **uture of Supervisory Training* ** Personnel*
July* 19i;5, p. 10.










prison, and he eatabllshed the fsychodraKatic Institute In
t^ew York. Moreno has also written bookc anU articles on
};ls techniques, iie is the editor of r^ocioisetry and Group
Psychotherapy, periodicals on socloaaetry, author of nus^or-
ous nsoxiographs, and teacher-adrcinlstrator of the Peycho-
6
dramatic Institute (now the Moreno Institute).
As Indicated above, most of Moreno's early work was
directed toward healing the mentally ill t^irough psycho-
therapy, and his psycho-drama was prlsarily designed for
that purpose. !sioreno's Interests were those of a psychiat-
rist, and his efforts were dlrcctd alon^ those lines.
Doctor Moreno recognlaed the educational values of role-
playing in other fields, ^ and has explained his thought*
on tii© educational val .c of the method by proisoting a
"learning tt^u'ough spontaneity" theory in his writings.
The opening of Moreno's Psychodrafisiatlc Institute, in
1957» possibly signalled the flr«st 0<»neral acceptance of
the idea and development of the psycho-drama as an educa-
tional method. In 19^57 the Institute first sponsored role-
playing techniques on a broad scale. ftudents were given
8
Chase, o£. clt ,» p. 99«
9 Jacob L, Moreno, Introduction to reycaodraoaa and
Soclodrafjoa l_n American i^^ducatlon, edited by ft. B. Haas,
The spontaneity theory of learnlnr is discussed in
Cnapter III.










demonstrations and taught tha necessary techniques for Its
use. The:.e students then «ent out and publicised the pro-
gras and the Institute.
There were a number of other leaders in the early de«
velopment of role-playing as a training method, dany of
these people w^re originally motivated through ii^'oreno*a
efforts, fcut they were instruinental in further developing
and expanding the program. Ronald Lippitt, K^semary Lippitt,
Alvln Zander, and Doctor helen Hall Jennings are generally
considered important contributors araong the early leaders
and developers of the techniques involved. *"
Role-Playing Today ;
From the iiumble beginnings described ar:ove, role-play-
ing has grown into a widely used tool in educational pro-
grass. Todey it is used as a teaching technique in many
fields of endeavor. An examination of the facilities of
the Moreno Institute indicates tlie growth of the orif^inal
project, frosi a psychotherapy clinic to a well rounded
educational institution in the few short years of its
existence. The institute now offers several fifteen-week
courses each year. The instruction presented by loctor
Moreno and his associates covers the i^-eneral flelua of
Human I elations ^jSv-^ thods, rociodraKa, Soclometry, and Iroup
Bradford, 0£. cit ., p. 10; and. Chase, 0£. cit «






Leadership Techniques. Specifically, Instruction la
given In such diversified fields as iMursery Schools, Child
Guidance, Public - chool Lducatlon, Juvenile Delinquency,
Speech Ll&orders, Leadership irainlng, Fa:^'dly and Marriage
i^oblems, and Community and Hell^rlous Probleajs, ^ The
Institute alao publishes ffiotion picture training fllns on
psychotherapy and psychodratoas. ''
This increased educational concept of role -playing is
by no means exclusive with i/octor .^oreno, nor cojifined to
his publications or classes. He was the earl:/ leader, and
his leadersaip undoubtedly contributed to tae ad vancetsMsnt
of the teaching method, but today the ijises are so varied
that progressive educators everywaere have aaopted and
accepted role-playing in one forsa or anatuer. Poriaal educa-
tion, froa grammar scaool through college and adult eciuca-
tion, has adopted tlie ssiethod and helped to advance the
techniques involved, informal educational progi*tiii;s and
^situations iiave also found isiany uses for the new tool. It
nas been used by husbands and wives to analyse and correct
faciily situations, by vocational guidance groups in prepar-
ing young people to look for jobs in industry, by parents
*
^-ocioingtry, -uiy, i9^^» P» loOf.
-''^cloiretry , ;'*ebrusiiry-.!ay, 1^3, p. 151 •
^ociotafetry , iebruary, 1951 » Aovertisement.
16
For a text covering role -playing in the education-
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-*iiaq^'*s» fit ii--
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to provide 8impl« ftnawers to the everyday problems of
children, end by the governwient and industry Tor many pur-
poses. Hole -playing has been successfully used in radio
presentations, and is expected to becoioe a powerful educa-
tional technique in television.^'
The military have continued their use or maneuvers as
a primary training method for combat unite. They have
also adopted the role -play In^^l technique in military schools.
This is particularly true in the higher level military
schools, where senior officers study many military and
18
naval problems t:tirou|!;h the use of role-playing. Military
legal schools have also used the technique for a number of
years through the use of "mock" courts. ^ The Navy trains
service school instructors by "experience presentations,"
which are another forts, of role-playing j and the technique
is oft«n used in the selection of candidates for particular
21
military assignments.
Ihe above variety of applications of the role -playing






Kor example: M rine Corps Schools, Quantico, Va.
19
For example: liaval Justice School, fiaval l^er
college, i^ewport, H.i.
20
For example: ^aval Air Technical Training Command,
U.F. i<javal Air rotation, Memphis, Tennessee.
21 For example: The Ofrice of Strategic Services
selection methods used during World 5srar II: see "Improvisa-
tions," Soclatry




use to certain educational areas. The flexibility of th«
BMBthod apparently permits its use, to some degree, where*
ever problems or id«as are to be considered by a group of
individuals interested in learning about a particular sub-
ject, or interested in preparinF» thenselves to handle actual
situations effectively.
JievcloptBent in Industry ;
Aaierican industry has asslted in the developaient of
the method as a training aid. The technique apparently fits
into industrial training prograiss with ease, and because of
the sisdlarlty between industrial and military training;?
situations, industrial develoi.4&ent is considered of special
importance to this study. A review of industrial applica-
tions should, therefore, provide a better foundation for
further study.
Role-playing has developed rapidly in Indiwtry during
the la&t ten years. Ho indic«ationE of its planned use are
available before the start of ^orld War II, although un-
planned use of the technique often resulted from the
actions ot quick thinking executives, as indicated in the
following anecdote:
Back in the *j^O*s Joe ^nkiewicz, now one of
the leading lights in the motion-pictlire field,
was a struggling young script-writer at ParaBiount.
Bis contract called for annual raises but when
his first $25-a-week raise came due Faraffiount
was in the throes of bankruptcy, hmanual Cohen,





in. With tears in his «y»» h« reminded Joe that
It »«8 the duty of every loyel Paramount employee
to make eacrificee, that sioney wasn't everything,
that he ought to be grateful to the etuilio for
giving hisn hie opportunity. .is finsl gesture
was to aiake Joe take his place at the executive
desk. *EoK you be me. struggling to save this
studio from ruin,' he said, 'and I'll be you,
asking to have my salary rai»ed,'
Joe shuffled ttie papera on ttie desk and glared
at his boss, 'I'w a busy man, Mankiewica,
»
snapped Mat^iewios. 'You ought to know bct:er
than to bother me about a louay |25 raise. You
have it. iioffl get outP
Joe got the raise. 22
Tkx» earliest planned uses of role -playing In indus-
trial training are hidden and vague, rossibly the sales
training prograi.r)S of various companies furnished the first
cases of "practice deisonat, ation" training methods. Sales-
manship has been tau^t by this method for years, and soa«
present day role-playing techniques saay have developed
from sucn early programs. Again, it waj be that the method
was borrowed from early nilltary prograias, possibly after
World War I.
Some authorities^ credit Doctor Moreno with the for-
Ottl development of role-playing as an industrial training
aid. Moreno did Biake applicettion of his techniques in
Industrial situations at the Fsyehodraiaatic Institute as
early as 19i^2. ^ His prograaa in other educational fields.
^
Header's Digest, October, 19^1 • quoted f^om Frank
S. Mugent in Collier's, p. 99^.
'^ For example: Miller, o£. cit ., p. 49.
2k
i^OC. cit.
•X^ J^_i "...in WJ VI.: ./- ..-.
tfoY .matMX ^S| x»kTol a 3
2k
and his principles of application of the technique, hava
apparently had conaidarabla inriudnc& on tho methodfi and
taehniquea usad in imny training prograaas in industry. Aa
previously disoussad* Moreno has bean primarily interested
in oth&r educatiocial areaa* but his students have branched
out aad ap;>lied his teachings to their own fields of inter-
est* Some of these students, including .Ronald Lippitt and
Delbert C. Miller* have concentrated on industrial applica-
tiona* and their efforts have been instrumental in causing
Moreno ^s techniques to be adopted for aany business uses
by industry and government.
The problems of industrial training th^t aroea during
lorld ISar II probably hau as much to do with tiio develop-
Bient of role»playing in industry as any other single ite».
Training directors and personnel asanagers became acutely
aware of the deficiencies in educational methods used in
their training prograias. They found that laethods of selec-
tion needed Improvementt that new employees needed excessive
indoctrination training, that new supervisors were ill
equipped to handle their responsibilities, and t.^iat changes
in manufacturing »ethods were unduly delayed by inefficient
training programs, 4s a result, much thought was given to
new ti-aining methods during this period, and experiments
were conducted in uiany fields. Progressive trainln;-* isethods
of all descriptions were considered, discussed, ano experi-
4iS
laiiomS
^rjclw^r: #f*5 iiitlw oft 0^ doaw «• >«rt ijldade-w
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»ent«d with, Kole-playlnp waa on© of the methods consider-
ed, and slowly b«?!fan to attract attantion,^^
kt the end of the war only a few pioneer companies had
actually adopted the technique, but the method had created
enou|^ interest to warrant further attention by training
directors and personnel managers* One early user was the
Harwood liSanufa ctaring Cosapany^ Marion, Virginia, whose pres-
ident, I^octor Alfred J. Marrow, claiias his company was the
first to adopt role-playing for industrial use. Labor
unions also pioneered in the use of the technique in prepar-
ing for union-management negotiations, ' About this titm
various universities began studies of the technique for
possible industrial application, one of the better known
being the *M:aasachusett6 Xnetitute of Technology study under
the direction of Alex bavelas, a fors^r associate of Ijoctor
Marrow.^^
Following tiie war more and loore companies experitsented
with role-playini?v in various business training programs.
Students of loanagement and organistitlon began to beoosie
acquainted with the method and to consider its po&£ibilltie&.
iiowever, acceptance of the technique was slow, and ab late
Bradford, 0£, clt «, pp* 6-12,
"Group Meetings r'ay Off," Busineas J^eek , May 20,
1950, p. ^6.
27





BuginesE »eek, op . pit ., p. 9^5 and, "Handling the






as 1950 a ©tudent of rolc-plnyjng ^ wrbi able to discover
only a handfiil of Industrial concerns u«lng the method In
their training prograr-s. At that tlm«, Itc uae wse eo
llBlted that Longenecker stated, "The uee Is confined to a
eospfiratiwly aciall nuaber of companlee. . .There la a diver-
sity of opinion R8 to its possible application, "-^ However*
It was about this tlrae that role-plfjyinF started a rapid
advance to its present position In Industrial training.
Publication of the results of the programs of early
experifiienters through business and trade periodicals* and
realisation of the vide possibilities for use of t^e tr^ethod*
eauaed role-playing to jtimp ahead. The application of the
l«IT studies to salesaianship training focused the atten-
tion of many companies on the new technique, companies
that had based their futiare training programs on other
methods became interested and added role-playing to their
instruction, and new coKspenies adopted the Idea. As a
result, a current list of industrial ueers of the technique,
although still relatively limited end often exp«riaental,
would enccHEpaas nearly every type of business and Industry,
and would cover many fields of u99f?:e within the training
555
" Justin J. Longenecker, Unpublished i)4&aters Thesis,
Ohio .''tate Jul varsity, 19^0, p, 16,
^^ Ibid., p. 20.
Chase, o£, cit., pp. 1)3-105.
^?5
A cc* '••>. 'nc
Tf*»«
27
prograatt of tii« u««ra*
SttWBsary :
Hol«-playing? has thus become an educational tool of
Inportance; Its applications can now h% olaKsiJficd into
recognised teclxniquea, and its uses classified accordingly.
One such classification, found appropriate for industrial
and military application, follows:
1. Role-playing is a conference technique for
problem solviug.
2. Role-plajiu^ is a tcchtil.iue ror selection.
3. Hcjle-playlnt;; ia a tx'alnlug method Tor employ-
ees and suptsrvisora.*^
A sioBmary of the scope and status of present day indus-
trial usage of the role -playing technique cax^ oe aade Crou
the above classification, because the various levels of
anagettent and employees have particular Interests in cer-
tain categories of the claa&lfIcation* Top level management
is primarily concerned with the problem solving aspects of
the technique, ^taff personzsel are interested in tne use
of the nethod in employicent selection. Operative executives
are primarily interested in the application of role-playing
to leadership development, employees want to know what to
expect from the eaethod when it la used in their training
^^ Mller, o£. cit., p. !:;0.
n,Xl^x»'W9om a^ltXmmmJm mmim
.u.i-v«jL:,^o,:r-i *.;
o:t :?3r:iy wen-' "5 .-tr-is-s' r!;«5*t--f^"-^* ^in^f^r^.K^f^
ad
prograoiSp t&ivi GX«;outIveB sit all Xevele are iiaterosced in
Uie use or La@ tacuiiiqua Tor »«ir-lmprov«meat« mnd tor tho
training of fiuuordinatee*'^^ it la prooablo that Uiaiia
saoMi claa&iirioatloiifi woulci apply to military altuatloiia u«-




ikJI kfTStklSkh OF EDUCATiaaAL VALUES
IHTRODUCTIOM
Hole-playing ie currently enjoying considerable
attention in educational cureas. The ajethod "caught on"
rapidly becauae the responaee of early experimenters were
enthusiastic, and the publicized results encouraged educa-
tors and training directors to experiiaent with the technique
in their own programs. iSas this rapid acceptance justi-
fied, or should role-playing be considered as an interest
gaining but passing fad? Continued use of the techniqtie
can only b© justified if the foundations of the aethod
are deep In the fundamental principles of education so
that results will be concrete and permanent. It is the
object of this chapter to inquire into the relationships
between role-playing and sound educational practices to
determine the potential educational valt;»s of the method
when applied in a military climate.
The scope of the chapter itias been restricted to the
consideration of educational principles concerned with the
"learning by doing" theory, because of the preponderance
of evidence indicatlrg th^t role-play injfr is primarily a
mecjber of the "doing" faially. This assumption is believed







regarding th« theory th&t considers learning by doing as
the key to the role -playing suethod* The ciesumption |»*o-
vides a baela for procedure In the study* in that the
technique will first be invcfctigate*:^ in the light of di-
rectly applicable principles of the l6arnla£ by doing
theory, the opinions of educators considered, and then the
practical advantages and limitations expressed oy training
authorities will be weighed against the theoretical ^mluea
discovered.
feDOCATIOMAL AFFLICATIOM
Lcarnlnf: by LolnK S
Learning has been defined as a "search for £i«aniiig
followed by appropriate action. '^ it this definition is
accepted, then learning iis;j;>liee a ct ange in behavior caused
by the acquisition of knowledge, £ikill, and undorstandlng.
li^ndenhall and Arisxr^n point out that learning Is activity
that is useful, purposeful, and continuous, and the test
of a theory of learning is the quality and quantity of
change la t^ehavior that is evidenced by the learner.
Autl-iorities ^^enerally agree that Ifcarninti, by doing meets
For exaiaple: Allen fi. Tyler, "A Case Study of Hole
Playing," Fergonnel
. September, l9kB, pp. 136 and ikZ; and,
George P. Halsey, Tra ' ain,-: s^ployees, p. 90.
2
C, B. ^isndenhall and K. J. Arlsman, Secondary f.duca -
tion, p. 30.
^ Ibid., p.. 47.
•rf#
rxl'l liiw #iip-L. ''*>'
i '3 1 d IS V V I , i 'i \. ' "' 'j > "
H0ITA01.rH^ i.vrtiriT
-.^rr^. t..i.L ;.::55 .::f.r »cjc
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this test through observ&ble ehungeB In b«ti«vlor evidenced
as the learner progresses
•
Educators further state that a good educational method
should not only fulfill the requlreKents of the definition
of learning, which Klght be accompliahed through poorer
siethode, taut should also provide the learner with an exper-
ience thet will create a desirable permanent reaction from
th© learning aituatlon. Pale cxpreased this need when he
said:
Educfet!on inur,t become the rich, active, per-
aonal and adventurea oose thing it is when a father
teschea his Bon ho« to fish, or a mother tetchoa
her daughter to bakre a cake, or a acout leader
explains to youngsters how to find their way in
the wooda without a compass, or a dramatic
tet'-chcr coaches a pl&y. For !n all there e!tua-
tioua learning has motivation, clarity, and use
to Ruch a defTTCtj that perBfaaencc can fil!r.of t be
taken for granted. It has, in addition, a train
of other qualities ~- such as pleas weableneES,
emotional gratification, and a sense of personal
accoKiliEhtr.ent — which Etron£';l;/ reinforce the
learning.
H
Thus, learning by doing isethods may be good or bad, depend-
ing on the clrcuajstancee. For exairsple, the "on-the-job"
training of an aircraft mechanic may be effective, but
lack of the richness necessary to fill the tiainee's body
and Blind with the urge to learn ©ore and asore and enjoy
ils labors fully.
"c
iMigar I^'Sle, Audio-Visual Methods in leachiPR, p. Id.
u.
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The objective of a rol« -playing progr«»i 1* generally
riOt Tor the purpose oT devaloplcig the one best *ay of
aaiidlln^v « situation, but rathar, to Instill la t-ie trainee
a deeper understanding of the forces I&v^olved, so tl;et he
attains a state of flexibility perslttlrig hla to utili^&e
his expc^rieQce in seetlng alffereQt kin^ds of &ituution«
appropriately mad. effectively* ^ Lduoetioaal authorities
indicate that role^playing approaches the desired level of
learninc:, providing ta&t the instruction is satisfactory,
because Ui^ acting out of i>itu&tionfi provider a closely
related substitute to a re&l experience, so that Uxe situa*
tioiu becomes pertion«il, coacret«i, active, and crc^ative in
application.
Ihe above definition of learnlnf inulc&ted a need Tor
a continuous laodificatlon of behavior in order for learn-
ing to be effective. Learning is mot^t likely to be con-
tinuous and permanent when there is suiTlcient student
motivation, when purposes and values are clear, and imen
practice, application, and u»e follow the orl|^lnal exposure
to learning.' Tne point i& clarified by Uie following ex-
planation:
^ Margaret L. rArron, "Hole iVactice In interview
training," ^ ociatry , June, 19^7, p. 19of.
6






t^mtitilng often substitutes bookish, urireal,
abatrftet ffiaterl&l Tor real-li.r(i^ ^1 tujxtioxis.
Learning that Is acquired mechanically Is aliaoat
always forgotten, whereas rich experiences ^re
almost alwaye retaiuea, ii& laeiiiorable events in
theBiselves or In th«s form of intellectual depoaits.
If learning can b^^coi e a rieh experience « the
proi>leu Qf forgetting can be uanaged.^
If thi^ exi^lanatioa ia accei^ted, it follo«a tui^t &^ua&tnt
motivation muat be proviciea oy any instructional teohni^ue
in oraer for tl^at technique to provia«! a ricn «xp«x'ifc<uce«
ihe learner has definite ne^^ua and tney deteroune the
learning he aoquirea$ Bioet author! tl«i8 agree taat he needs
acceptance frois his group* & aenae of ^^longing an<i aciileve-
ment* eeKOtional £>tabillty* anu security; ^ all of whian luust
be providea by rol©-i>l«iying» o-r any otaer technique, before
it can be con&idered a ^,ooa educatiuiial uetti^ou. Clear
puivod&'b <^X'6 al&u btillevitd to be ioir^ortant uecauati, «<hen
jt>ux'iJO&,(&ti are i^noan, 'understoou, and aocepteo., aiid are of
iiaLu4;uiate luiport to Uie learner, th& i^tudent develop* an
inner ui-ge to learn. practice, appllciition, &iiCi oae
iiave alao been listed a& riecfe»aai-*y for contiiiuous learning.
Xne sooner learning c&a ue ^ut to use, and the ol'teoer it
is usee, the higher tne level of learning etid tae higher
tae retention of the learner. I'enaanency of learning
ibid., p. zzr,
Mendenhall and Arlsman, o£. cJt ., p. yi^m
•^^ i bid . , p. 51.
11
Dale, o£. cit .. p. I4.
^e
^-:i.Uj:i i^ '.-^.ue. rnujlo rix;;^-^i>iaaT
,f*go*tf| ^fti «©*f"l a^HxJi^q^o;..'
,f.C
does not mean "parrot like" retention of every Incident or
probleirs encountered In b claeeroom. There are many things
that are not eeeentlal, such ae rememterSmT a specific way
to handle a leadership situation; but, r^Lther, the aim la
to provide the learner with principles that will be reiaeEiber-
12
•d and called upon for use in solving future problewa*
Most educational authorities consider role-playing an
•xcallent means of gaining permanency in learning. One
source calls the jRcthod a good motivating technique because
it Kakes the student conscious of tlie sutject under consid-
eration and of his own vseakneasea therein. ^ Lale lists
three major values of role-playing that contribute to
permanency: c&eanlnf!;. through the learner gaining an Intl-
K»te understanding of the atudy;^** therapeutic , because
self-consciouanees is reduced, arid the learner galna an
insight into the problcas and attitudes of others; coopera-
tion, because students learn to work cooperatively toward
a coraason goal. -* These opinions indicate that it Is pos-
sible for rol^-playing to provide the type of rich exper-
ience required for the continuous learning necessary in
^'^^^^ ^ for fVactlcal Levelo twent of Le«derghi|)
^.ualities, p. :j3i7~
"^ i'he i4ational i^uucation iia.^^oelatloa motion picture,
^'nole-Playing In Hujnan Relations Training," notes th«t
aaaed isean^ng is gaiiieci i)j use oi" Ui« face, funnds, and
body as action progresses.
15 Dale, 0£. clt., p. XU^X.
:Jf>d? ^n
qlds*l»fcfl^J lo rf.7^m^:oX>wr^-i j^iiii^!-
?^
leadership developatent.
The tjpontanelty Theory ;
Doctor J. L. Moreno offers another theory concerning
the educational valuer of roi<*-playing. .*oreno i.>€lieve8
tluit the real value of the ciothod cornea fpoia •:.iie ti.>orAtan*
eou3 reactions of th© student aa he aots oat various tltua-
tioas. iils explanation of spontaneity showL that the idea
is la reality an addition, or off-saoot, to the learning by
doing theory, so that it can be considerec as a part of that
theory, :5ioreno explains his theory aa follows;
111 the course of doin;; t.^e iriVolvQEient of tne
pupil In the act is so intensive that many exper-
iences and expres: i one, phycicai and laental, re-
main unnoticed ty the subject... .If these activities
are full of nisdoings he would not be ade to
correct them as he does not recall the inciaents
theffipelvca, only in a frafc^sifcntax'y fashion. The
learning by doing is therefore seriously handi-
cap-ped bj tht; considerable de^^ce of relative
assnesia accompanying; the coings*
Here the spontaneity ciethod comet; to the rescue.
It offers a school of training; which can be
pr-i c tic al . . , . I n tJie : pontane 1 1y Tec*miquea we
have both a descriptive psychology and a process
of learning t.irou{>. cretitlvity: ii-e have cptcific
methode for obtaining release of the creative
e.nergifcs and Increaslni; thoir controls .16
The apoataneous vtilues of role-playing are sdvocited
by authorities other than ioreno and hie disciples, ^octor
.^iaurice Greenhlll, reporting on experimentis conducueu at
! iike 'University, statea, "The basic pr-inciple of the ^'bole
TZ
i^sychodracta , pp. 11*1, lUh» l^Of.
di6t:itv
to;?3o '
plan of peychodrasm i$> spontaneous liberation of th«
eiEOtious in p«latlonsaip to Ui€ exlRtiiig situation, "^"^
^ tuart Chase andoraad the apontanaous values of tint tachni-
qua by pointing out that "rola -playing hae no point if lines
are learned in advance; a apontaneoua* orr->the<»top-or-your->
mind approach is essential." Another i/riter on the sub-
ject reports:
Spontaneity Ib a runcticn of the individual*
and occurs in a i^£tychoaraca6t situation because of
the estergeney natiire of this technique. . .wpon-
taneity is an ^wlllty* &n<a psychodraiiiia i£^ a
laethod whereby one can find out how such of the
ability a.ii iiii^iv'.iLuiil liasi, ^^liTouijia t^e^cliodrairA,
too» one cau increase an individual 'e capacity
l*or baiiig apont4iacivjue,i9
iho apont&ncit>' bx-ancU of tii© Icaraija*". ^7 doing theory
aas eiufficiant authority behind it to iadic£ite that it is
a i»ouiid tliiiory. ana con&equ&ntly it ^should b€ ixicludcc
amon^ the values attriouteJ to the role-playing tec^miiue*
Cone of ii.:tperience ;
The educational val.es of role -play inj^: that have boon
presented in educational teraeinology aay be difficult for
the layatan to understand* Another approach to thc^e re-
quiretrents of good learninf' encotEpaseea the above points.
—rr:i3^cao-L:ra£catic .lay Thej's^:^ in IsorJeri o? ':hlld-
i:;ood, *• Sooiolof^ica^ Foundations of the Psychiatric Disorders
1
A
Chase, op, cit., p» 100.
^ Jean D. Graiabs, "Dynamics of i-sychodraawi in the




and B«y be clearer, for the vctry reaeons of rlohnesa la
•xperienca Mantloned abova.
£dgar Lale originated a '"cone of experience** that pre-
sents a alraple but clear picture of experience learning*
He created a cone* based on direct* purposeful experiences,
which gradually tapers off to a pinnacle of purely abstract
learning. The cone* or pyranid* as it might be adapted for
use in a leadership development pro-am* is shotni In Figure
20
1^. The diviaionif of the cone are not rigid or inflexible.
Instead* they overlap and blend tof^ether* and parts of all
divisions may be require., in order for the learner to ac-
21quire a complete and rich learnlnc experience. The
theory is* however* that the best results will usually be
obtained in areas closest to the base of the pyramid* and
efforts should be made to utilize the divisions nearest
the base whenever possible.
On-the-job experience and training form the base of
the pyramid because they are "learning by direct perticl-
pation with responsibility for the outcoae.** It is
generally accepted that "individuals l««rn best through
firsthand experience*** '^ and what experience can be taore
2U
iDale, 0£. pit .* Chapter XV contains a description
of the cone as applied to general education.
^^ Ibia .* p. 57.
Ibid ., p. 57f.
-^ Mendeohall and Ariaraan* o£. cit ., p. 62.
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direct than practical on-the-job experiences? Th* gr««t«*t
diffioulty with the direct methods comes fron the high coat
of learning raiatakea in actual aituatlona. It la usually
wore economical to educate students under leea trying and
ooatly conditions.
Hole-playing, as a ancthod of dramatic participation,
is a aember of the firs^t division above the ba^e. Drasiatle
participation allovs the student to get as close as poftslbla
to realities that cannot effectively be reached firsthand.
The student does the next best thing* without penalty for
errors, in participating in reconstructed experiences. A
distinction should be laade between participation in dramati-
cal situations and nere observation. Observation is a
passive aid and belonrs closer to the top of the pyraald.^
Demonstrations and diecuasions are passive sieasures,
but have their legitlaate place in e^ost educational pro-
grans. It should be noted that most advocates of the role-
playing^ technique sue:^est utilisation of the method in
conjunction with conference training or dlacusaion leee tings .^
The rezaainder of the divisions of the pyranaid approach
the atstraet as they near the top, and the final stage of
verbal sysjools brlnga word *'de8i^':nation8 that have no re-
^ bale, op, cit., p. U*>»
hor example; the Uarwood Manufacturing Company, see
.iOdern Industry , July, I9UB, p. 70,
^Uaauvia ••ami 9iii w€HiM ar
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4 or 9xaa;pltt« th« wcnrd "forcerul£i«:^e** might b« used in
l«»der«iiip training, but by itself it conveys no meaning to
the learnar if he hasi not acquireu the experience necessary
to put the word into useful action*
futtgisary :
In susnoary, educational authorities apparently believe
that role-playing has a leg^ltlwate place on the educational
scene. They indicate their acceptance by advocating its
uce in many fields, based principally on their opinions of
the advantages of the technique, which they believe stem
from obserTmnce of tiie fundamental principles involved in
learning by doing,
Traininp Practices t
With the roots of role-playing apparently well ground-
ed In sound educational principles, the attitudes of
practicing training author! tlee towax^d the technique are
of iBportance.
ip.hy do Industrial concerns and military organizations
concern thesiselves with training methods and educational
Lmle, 0£, clt «, p. I16.
H»9riiiV't»i*wO ttOtii
-:ii
theorlec? The answer to this question apparently comeu
froBi th« realization of intelligent management that It must
train employees ntnd executives, whether formal training! le
co7nd\acted or not. ' I'hls conclusion !« made by proii:;reEslve
organisations because they have found that on-the-job learn-
ing operates as a training prograjs, at a relatively hlg^
cost, whether planned and controlled by znanager^ient or not*
They are also convinced that training la leandatory for any
organisation because the executives of the or T«nl»atlon must
train their subordinates in order to fulfill their super-
visory responsibilities.^" Intelligent raanagement prefers
to receive the maxisjuK benefits for its traininp dollars
through planned programs, so manageiaent strives for train-
ing that utilliies the most efficient techniques, and con-
sequently ^^ives the highest performance return at a reason-
able cost.
Progressive manap-ement alais for aethods that will
develop in the learner the ability to "think for himself,"
The training director attempts to create a desire to learn
in the operative or executive employee; and he utilises
active rather than passive meesurts to accomplish this,
57
Michael J. Juoius, Personnel asan&^.ement (Chic&i^o:
aichard b. irwln, I95I), p. 26^f.
23
Kenneth B. Haas ftnd Claude H. Ewing, Tested Train-
ing, Techniques, p. J.








beoaua© experience has shown that aJiiltn r#ft«nt le«m^ng
from flor.ieonfc el«« throug^i d«tail«d Instruct! 'ns, reciting
or demons tra tin.' back, and memorizing details, .'odern
irograisai ar« therefor* planned »o that the learner's activ-
ity while under Instruction closely approximates the
activity of his present or future Job, in order that the
learner will be able to begin productive work as soon after
29
completion of tlie training- a« possible.
This objective of trainin,^- furnishes maiia ement with
an incentive to seareh for new and more efficient educa-
tional Biethods, and Kodern programs ixave benefited from
the progression frosj verbal and written Instruction, tlirough
visual aids, and into tnib deieonstration and discussion
fields of learning. The conference ^^oup teo nique is
generally considered the most efficient cofnsnonly used
cethod for executive development today, ^ although the
lecture, isiovie, and ceEionstration are all Vj>lended into an
effective whole In well bs^laneed programs.
The desirability of Including E»re "active'* measures
in training prograias, and the necessity for continually
29^
tialsey. Training- broployees, pp, 16, 2^, and 29.
* liarl G. tlanty, ftllliaci r. McCord, and Carlos A.
Effertvon, Trainiag; feiaployecs and Manafr.era , p. 161.
-t'-.rst ;^:tlf;'-' i'-^iU!^ .VffO.'.U ^':'. -^t-^ri^tf? X;:- ^'':'h
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•dding variety and Interest to cla8«room work,'^ have led
to the Inclusion of active techniques In many modarn pro-
grama. The need for active learner participation In
inractical training prop^raras b terns from the main defect of
the conference or discussion Fiethods, in that activities
are "talked about" rather than actually "doing," The dla-
cusslons help understanding, but lack the ability to trans-
mit behavior skills to the job.
Role-playlng« as an active technique* has been recom-
mended to tralninr/ men as one method of correcting this
discrepancy in the development of operatives and execu-
tives. The technique haH been added to many typee of skill
training courses where human relationships are involved*
especially In human relations and leaderahip prograias, in
an attempt to furnish the learners practical experience
to activate the knowledge acquired tr\rough other mediums.
Methods of £Bplo3rBient ;
k ooneenaus of the uses of role-playlnp in practical
training programs indicates a fairly uniform pattern of
52
31 Jrace Qraham and Catherine Harty, "Group Methods
in BOC(i«) Classes," Naval Trainini: bulletin. November,
1951. p. 22.
32 Alex Bavelas, "rJole -Playing/ and Management Traln-
^"B*" Soclatry. June, 191^7, p. lol,.
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eaployaent.^^ The average training director teoonee ec-
qualnted with the aethod through professional publications*
periodicaXSv or hears of it at conventions* and* after a
preliflainary investigation he decides to u&e the technique
on a trial basis.
Role^plajing is often adoptea as an interest gaining
feature* to be used as an addition to the conference*
diecussion* or case methods of instruction; as such* it is
normally used as a wedge to introduce a new subject at a
training session. It ie also used to emphasise points
brought out through other methods* or to clear up contro-
versies that arise during a meeting. Another method of
eiBployB»nt calls for role-playing to follow one of the more
passive neafiures to determine results of the earlier dis-
cussions or to provide a period of "doing" for the applica-
tion of earlier learning. At the other extreme, the wetiiod
is used as the foundation of group aeetings* with discus-
sions merely amplifying and clarlfyln;^ points brou^t out
during the skits.
Some organisations rafi trict the use of the method to
The pattern die cussed is not a selected program from
any particular company or the recommendation of any one
authority or group of authorities on role-playing. It is
intended as s representative sample of ways of ©mploying
the teciinique* taken from reports of actual usere in diver-
sified fields. Reports of individual programs are available
in many of the publications listed in the bibliography.
br>f*.i9is ^r? i-ft?w f>ft,trf.f«up
~ i}'>:ii. XiSxi:f « no
^q;, n« -a* bf.
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firatllne t^upervlsora, out othara iacorporate it into
«x«cutlv« training at ail levels, f>om th€ board of dii^ect-
or« to the lowest auperviaor, llie varied uses apparently
indicate eonaiderating flexibility in the technique, at) Uie
ueers have applied the method in loany ways with consider-
able Buccesa.
The c^mracteriaties of individual programa vary as
widely aa the uses, so that d&ciaione x^^garding applica-
tion usually depend on the objectives of the training or the
opinion of the instructor. An examination of a specific
program maj disclose Uu? use of any or all of the following,
all of which liave been used with i»eportedly good results
j
^» ^^«.-'^red I;'-kita 8 Li^e or recorded, i^i-epared
and rehear i»ed skits designed to establish a
receptive atmosphere in tho classroon,
^'* ''t arra-Ups i rrepatory discusai >n£s conducted by
the conference leader to establish a receptive
Biood in the learners.
^* ^P^par^d Situations ? Prepared, but unrehearsed,
skits, ^ihese are considered especially effective
in introducinp a subject or in testing the
effect! venesfi of prior learning, 'xhe studtat
actors may, or may not, be given prior notifica-
tion of the role they are to portray.
I4.. lapromptu Situations s Spur of the moment situa-
tions, usually set up as a result of dl^^cusslons
in pro/rress, or for the purpose of eip.phasizing
a point.
-• fi**^^ Heversala ; Actors v.:-;.>;;i&.y one character
and tuen reverse roles in order to gain 4»n in-
sight into the proulQUiS and attituaes ol' others.
6. Sound hecordlnRs ; Recordinrs are made of the










mof the learner or for group discussion purposes
•
7* potion FlctiATes ; :4otlon pictures can be used In
subsequent discussions to point out raannerlsirts
and motions of consequence,
^- ^^ltlple situations ; '£he group is divided Into
small (j-roups and numerous skits ere conducted at
the same time In order to obtain a hlrher degree
of partIclpstion. Thlfc Is usually used in con-
Junction with sound recordings, so that dis-
cussions can be undertaken on cozsron ? round,
9» l^>oblem Solvlnir : Daj to doy problems introduced
by members of the group from tneir current dally
problems. These usually involve preparations fop
the handling of an actual critical situation
wltiiin the orif^anization.
^^* Kepeat erfortnances : Following a discussion of
a skit, new actors may be selected to attempt
a perfected perforiaance, or the original partici-
pants may re-enact the scene.
I^^SUltS !
The applications of role-playinF' In practical training
situations although varied, have, nevertheless, brought
comparable rf suits, Tho Initial reactions of training
authorities vary from complete rejection to enthusiastic
vholehearted acceptance. Perhaps a more representative
and objective reaction than nost was expressed by c. H,
Broaded, of the Fisher Flouring v4111s, JJ'-eattle, tvhen he
reported:
Results so far achieved indicate that further
study and experimentation should be very valuable
and worthwhile. It is our intention to continue
with this metnod to see if we canaoi i'ui'ther en-
hance the value which we can receive from it.W
5-
"A statement on the Practical Application of Hole-





The vsirlous tsxperimente lead to certain concl uiJionc
by the users. Their reports of reaultant values are often
vague because tiie results of human r^slatioisa programa are
often not readily visible, eince such programs do not deal
with concrete eubject matter. Students have difficulty
in explaining what they have learned, alt'iough they ijeliev©
they "understand better,** and it is evld«jnt that t.icy be-
cotae aware of tae value of "attitudes" in handling particu-
lar altuatlona, *^
5iome concrete results riave betn x»eported and are of
value to the prospective user of the method. One company
reports that a controlled experiment showed a 21^ production
increase for e^oployees working under role -playing trained
supervisors, against a 6ji& increase for employees under
36
supervisors trained by Biore passive methods. however,
another controlled exptriiaent, conducted with WAVE ufficer
Candidates at the Great Lakes i^aval Training Center, failed
to show significant increases in learning frora the use of
^-r^roup EBCthods, includlnw role -playing, althoug the experi-
ments did indicate that the technique promoted a high
degree of student interest in comparison with the interest
57




Modern Industry, a£. cit ., p. 70.
Graham and Harty, o£. cit ., p. 23>.
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The results of other experimente verify this Increat* In
student interefitt botn from instructor ot^^ervation and
student reports. One student commented, "I really felt
as If I w&B handling an actual case.** and another was
elated because he felt he was "really doing orif<:inal
thinking. "^^
Reports indicate that student interest pays -off be-
cause it leads to efficient training in a shorter length
of time« and this in turn to lover training, costs. One
sales training program has reportedly reduced training
costs fro££ 11300 to ^2000 per can to $2^0 by replacing
orthodox training with role-playing.^'' A valuable by-
pz*oduct to Btana -ement has been reported b«cau£se of the
added leadership skill and knowledge gained by conference
leaders.**
Reports of results indicate that groups have, at
least to ao&'ie degree, benefited froia the predicted educa-
tional values dlscuBsed in the earlier section on theory.
For exaiaple, there are fz^quent reports of learnins: to
"do" as well as "know**; students have ocen rcoorted as
learning; to help theaselves and .^.elp each other; executives
—53
uarold Iflolosin. "teaching Personnel dsjinlstration
jy Koic-rlaylng," i^ersonnel Journal , July-A gust, I9I43,
P. 109.
39 Chase, 0£. oit. , p. lQk»
^ lialsey, Trainin^^ Employees , p. 6.
tji.
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have roporteclj gained poiBC and iself-aseuraacc; i'ltiwa in
tiie learners' concuct huve been uncovered; public c'pealtlng
has been improved tlircui^i the use of recording fiyatecis;
basic attltudec .ave been Improved; mistakes that could
have been ejcpenciv© on the job hav« been prevented by show-
ing the ric^-t and wrong way to handle Bituatlone; and,
further training needs have been diagnosed tbj'ouf-d. ^roup
uificueaionfi.
Reports indicating diaadvantages and limitations of
the educational values of role-playing have also t>ee:\ ^ub-
llehed. U&ers have found that poor or 'dumb** stuaenta
have been unable to profit from the instruction when in
groups wltli better students; the cmbarrasaaient and rif:idity
of stui^enta has blocked learning on occasion; aoaie experi-
luenta have railed because of a feeling of "child's play" on
the part of the etudente; &n6, groups have been reported
that became eo Involved in the playa that they lost eight
of the traininjr; objectives.
Training autliorities who have weighed these advantages
and limitations generally agree that the combination of
role -playing and subject material has been asore effective
than either methoo woijdu have been by iti^elf* anu believe
that a combination of both is essential to a gooa overall
trainiiif^ progiaK.
«#<«?:^
.-,2 , ni! rssd fliv^rf
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Tiie theoretical educational values of dramatic partic-
ipation have been tested by practical training ciirectorB
in hard -boiled « efficient, practical training situations
in industry and the milltax*y. These training men were
interested in results tnat would show quality, speed, inter-
est, and flexibility* Their reports appear to justify tlie
clainjs made for the educational values of role-playing by
educators, and the reports thus open the door for a con-
tinued use of role -playing as a priwary technique In execu-
tive training*
Training men have imposed limitations and restrictions
on the use of the technique because they have discovered
weaknesses that prevent its unlimited esiployinent* In
general, they consider role-playing sis another valuable
training method, to oe used in conjunction with other val-
uable techniques, mainly to provide tne "doing" considered
essential in efficient training. Under these conditions,
role-playing Is generally ocnsidered a valuable and useful
educational tool, featuring the quality, speed, interest,
and flexibility required in training programs designed for
executive development.
The me tried, then, appears sound in theory for Bdlltary
application, and the practical results obtained in military
and Industrial experiments provide an indication that simi-
o<e
.uoflOi* Bi •iiplnxloacf rJ«"**««! • •• ^i ^ ^^^ b»wnl;f
^-i»;tlXJt« ni b»nT«*do adX0«»i Iflc>l:roa-xq t
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lar results stay be expected from application In the Informal
training atmosphere or the local military command.

CHAPTER IV
THE JOB OF 'Kit GROUP LEADER
imnoDucfion
The problem under consideration in this study, ae Is
the oaee with any problem, can only be aolved if the major
obstacles Involved iiave been eliminated or reduced to an
extent thst will allow the accoapllahment of objectlvea.
It is the purpose of this chapter to locate the obetaclea
Involved in the utilisation of role -playing as an inTormal
training technique, and to discover mc^ana for reducing or
•liielnating those obstacles.
Role-playing lo apparently a sound educational rethod
and an efiective training tool, provided that classea are
conducted in an efficient manner, and that the learners
are properly motivated. Tries© obstacles can be classified
as proDlems connected with the job of the group leader of
a program because the leader is the man responsible for
the preparation for learning, the conduct of the training
ipeaslo s, and the learning that results, because of the
importance of the instructor in the success of the method
in training situations, this chapter has been devoted to
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The firat section considers the problems connected
with the selection and training ot good leader®, ««pecially
as applied to military organiaationa at the oots^mand level*
Tais la followed by a section that dlacuBses problems con-
cerned with the 8tudent£ themaelvea* including wiao should
be trained and what should be learned. The actual Job of
tue instructor in conducting a leaderehip course utilising
role-playing as a primary training method is covered in
the third section, and the report® of users and the results
of experimentation are used to furnish specific hints and
cautions for a role-;-laying director.
Research for this chapter initially consisted of a
review of the literature available. However, the scope
of the problem and the diversified opinions expressed by
leading authorities, indicated that actual experience was
necessary in determining the Job of the group leader in a
military climate. As a result, a case study was conducted
with student* enrolled in the Ijiaval Eeaerve Officers* Traln-
inB Corps unit at the Ohio State University. The result-
ant conclusions, within limits c>f the study, forsied a
criteria for Judgment on disputed points and for verifica-
tion or rejection of opinions expressed by the various
authorities who had written on ti^ie aubjeet.
SiXECTION AMD T:.AIIfIIIG
Before investigating the Job of the role-playing group
t-
.X <--« ?
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sil ^ fl'i^eii 1© «4w»ts«iT
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l€a<;ier» £om« attention must be paid to the sdXootlon and
training o£ cocspeteot adult laval t«acii6ra. Th« sut>j«ot
has been ooverad by means of a review of opinionfi of in-
dustrial training author! tiea, and those opinlona iaava
then been applied to the Eillitary situation as it exieta
at tn© local coniiBand level.
Who Should Teach?
The first problen^ in selection and training of in-
struotora is concerned with the qualifications necessary
for a good industrial or military teaciaer. Th«re is a
diversity of opinion regarding the qualiflcatione needed.
Some training authorities believe that teaching is a pro-
fession tiiat can only be effeotively performed by pro-
fessional £Qen; teachers who are familiar with the subject
material, know how to teach It, and want to teach it.
Plenty, j^cCord, and Lfferson point out that there are no
simple devices or short tralniap: programs which will make
such a complex activity easy for the a vera;:© professional
business man. They feel that the necessary ability le
part of the art and science of teaching and can seldoei be
2
expected from specialists in other fields. They further
eaiphasiae the advantages of using profeasianal trainers
Planty, ^cCord, and Lfierson, o£. olt ., p. U5*
2





by indlcftuiog tliat nonproreaslonals cannot bt turned into
^j^ofeefilonal caliber teachurs by oXTering thorn a r«w ten
or twenty or ttven hundred nour courees in teacning.
The other extreme 1b presented by author! tlee who be-
lieve that all practical adult level training; aheuld be
conducted by operating cxecutlv&a, on the theory that
"training is an integral part ol* the management function
and cannot be eaally delegated.**^ The proponenta of thle
theory believe that the trainer doea not need to be a pro-
fessional teacher; he is a trainer by the very nature of
hi a Job — people ^ork. for him, and he must train tnoae
people*'^ iiacXin and »icH&nry point out that "it hikB been
found that good aupervl£)ora alaooat invariably make 5^ood
leadera when trained in conference teohniquee and after
&ome practice***^ They believe the underlying reaaon for
thla lies in the fact that Uxe character! a tloa of a good
Inat^ uotor are identical with thoee required of a good
aupervisor.
A third opinion on txvb "who anould teach" problem la
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Utilize tho advantages offered by both th© prortseloual
teacher and the executive. Authorities recocuaeadlii^; UUe
approach believe tliat professionals may be necessary for
the introduction of a new training teciuiique, and for the
6
Instruction of supervisors in teaching/ mt^thodsj but* they
also believe that the line e:ceoutive is capable of conducting
a norc^l progiraa, and they z^oognl^e the advantages th^it leay
accrue to the trainer lii&self, because of tils experiences
9in teaching. These authorities view the role of the pro-
fossionel trainer as one of consultation; the>- believe he
should help laanaget.ent to plan, orga^ilse, and control the
progi^aa, but that he should not enter directly iiito the
traininc phase.
The probleci of instructor selection In the adlitary
;as been snsjvered by the establislusent of definite policies
in the various branches of the armed forces. The Marine
Corps, for example, states that one of the pris»ary ob-
jectives of trsinlng prograxas will be that of preparing
the trainee for later duty as an instructor. This atti*
tude has developed because a basic philosophy of ji.illtary
For exaicplei John M. Pflffner, The Supervision of
Personnel (isew iorxj i^rentice-hall, 195>1)» p. U^iJ.
^ For example: Ealsey, Training, Eg^ployees , p. 6.
Lavelas, o£. cit .. p. I9I.
Marine Corps General Order 85, paragraph 5b{2),
24 January, 19!>1.
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leftderahip atLjm, ^^vrj orflcer *« a teacher. The ^t^&fr
hia proficiency as a teacher, the gx'cater hie efficiency
cs an officer, i^ils has been true in all armies mid for
12
oil titne." Therefore, philosophy arwi i-'Olicy dictate the
course oi* action necessary In est&bllijhlrie: role-flayint a«
a leadership training teclmlque In military circlfcis, '^cuall-
fled teuchei*6 are often available* and they may be called
upon to Introduce the technique and to prepare Billltary Ken
aa ti^al nere, but raoat, if not all, of the clasaroom In-
etrvACtlon will necessarily be perforEfied by officerH Trow
the organizations involved.
Training: Instructors :
After Instructors have been selected for a training
prorram, they must be taught appropriate ent efficient
training methods for claairooti uee. The flrfii iKportant
etep Is to detersiine what and how much the prospective
instructors suet learn before entering the classroosj. This
can be eccoKpllshed by (1) de termini n^^ the abllitieii
necessary to conduct an effective role-playlne pro^rasj,
(2) by iaeasurlng the present abilities of the prospective
trainers, and (5) by measuring the difference betxreen these
elements.
Fole-playing instruction consists priwarlly of teach-
55
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in[^ methods conoariMid with oonr«r«ne« and discuss ion lead-
ership, but it l3 also concerned isrlth special tea'mlques
appllosble to the method •xoluslvely. The would-be in-
structor muat be ^Iven special atteatlonj even qualified
te-^chers nust learn the acditloiial techniques Involved
before they can hop© to obtain eatlcfactory results, ^ Most
military officers have been exposed to teachlnej aitUi*tlon8,
and their ablllttes will differ in pi'Oportion to their
past experience and pei sonel abilities. Each ,;;roup vsfould
have to be considered separately to determine their needs
^)€fore setting up a definite prograia to qualify the officers
for role-playing; leaderehip. 5omc authorities hsve cui~:ge8t-
€d that the aeasurement can be undertaken through the use
of role-playing situations, and the subsequent Instruction
designed to ellidLnate the deficiencies noted
•
Users of role-playing report excellent results in
developing instructors for many educational progrsas trirough
the uee of role-playing Itself.^ The U, S. Navy schoola
for Instructors employ the practice desK>netration technique
33
Tyler, o£. cit >, p. ll|P,
Chris Argyr?s, Hole -Flaying In r\ction , p. 3# reports
the use of role-playing In practice teaching- in such diver-
sified InduEtrlal fleldc at. lathe cind drill priJtF operation,
drafting, and mathematics. The N&.tionai education Associa-
tion haa trained teachers in tli* use of role-playing through
the use of th^^ snethod Itself; they have produced a film,
*'Hole- Playing in husaan iielatlons training," for this pur-
pose
.




as the primary training tool In t;i« praparatlon of future
navy Instructors for teaching asslgnmants In many varied
fields .^^ Alox avalae, of il.I.T., has experimented with
the developjsent of role-playing leaders, and reports:
Attempts to train Individuals to direct role*
playing? yield very quer^tionable results when re-
liance is placed on lectures, demonstrations,
and trainers' manuals. Experience indicates what
should have been self-evident: that the directing
of role-playing can best be taught by the use of
role-playing Itself. 1©
BAvelas also Indicates that formal claacea for the develop-
ment of Instructors are not essential, if the future
directors have adequate teaching ability In other methods
and a good general background. He reports that one group
of plant managers, who were using the technique for self
develoi^jent, spontaneously bcg^^an using the method with
17their own subordinates with excellent results.
These experiences indicate Uxat, regardless of pre-
vious exs>erlenoe, leaders can usually become proficient
role-playing directors by leading x'ole -playing sessions.
If this is true, an attempt to introduce the technique
in a cor:^And situation would require: (1) A measurement
13
A visit by the author to the ^aval Air technical
Training Cossziand, Menphia, Tenn., showed that graduates
of the instructors* acriool were being utilised In all
aviation tecnnlcal fields, and In general background
courses as well.
16




of the present toaohln^: abilities of the (^oup and & sur-
vey of their £jeneral leadership experience, and (2) a
series of role-playing aeseions ecpeclolly dealnaod to
qualify each student as a future classroom leader In the
technique. Trm Introductory fieaslons of a series would be
designed to bring members of the group up to the desired
teaohlnf" level. Each officer ishould roughly acquire a work-
ing ability and knowledge of the subject comparable to the
material diacussed in ti\6 remaining sections of tills chapter.
THE STODEKTS
The role-playing Instructor, once selected and trained,
Buat consider his prospective student f^roup before actually
coiajnencinr classroom Instructim. He must learn the needs
of the students, develo; motivation, loam to build effect-
ive student f^roups, and deteirmine the type of subject
material that will be appropriate for the group's use.
Student i^otivation ;
One training authority has stated that no training
program has ever amounted to anytning unless the etudents
were sold on it, either at its inception or shortly there-
after.^" This statement Indicates the importance of
11 ii
Alfred 1^. Cooper, fe>raployee Training, first edition





ttudftnt motivation to fch« teacher. He cniet learn to what
extent the sti*dentB are Initially motivated to le rn, and
he nuet know how to increase and/or siaintaln that motiva-
tion.
It haa often been ai^auBsed that military leaders and
induatrial executlvea are aisug »nd over-oonrirtent in their
abllitlea, and that they resist training. Kxrerience has
shown that this ia not the case; aomewhat surprisingly, it
has been fo^and that leadera do realize their short cOBsin.f?;a
19
and want to iraprove theiaselves through training. It can
be assumed, then« that a group will have initial Intere' t»
although it may not be evidenced by their behavior. The
instructor must attempt to draw this Interest into the open*
throup-h learnlnf? students* "felt needs," and then concen-
20
tratinp early training on those needs.
It has been said that "interest is the aparkpl\ig that
21
starts the ciachir.ery of learning." The role -playing
director apparently has a valuable interest stalnin^^ asset
at his diaposal in the method Itself* but this Interest
gainlnfr feat re can fall flat if the instructor fails to
carry out each part of every session with zest and thorough-
ness. Interest and motivation ssu£t be a continuing process
J^
"Klghllghts for the l^xecutive, '' from Company £|ro-
grame of i;.xecutive development . Studies in i'creonnel Policy,
.^o, 107~(Se«r York: h'atiorial Industrial Conference Board, 1950).
20
Bavelas, op, clt., p. Id6#
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in order for the profTirajn to b« •ff^ctlve. The Instructor
can hold, and ev«n Increase, the initial Interest sparks
by:
1. Selecting "live" eitiiations, for which there
is apparent need ana understanding;
2. Making it clear that tie subject is important
by citing eases and problems $ and.
5. Keeping the sessions "on, the beam** tiirough
control of discussions,^^
Student Groupin>^ ;
Effective grouping of students Into homogeneous classes
is t!;enerttlly a factor in developing and maintaining student
motivation and interest. On the surface it ml^ht appear
that a vertical groupim?: would allow a better inter chanj?;e
of ideas, but restricted ooimBuni estions and the more press-
ing need of solving problems of isenediate importance to the
students dlscoura.;'© vertical grouping, * Experience has
shown that pev»ons with like responsibilities and persons
with approximately the same rank r»ake the bei t student
groups. In addition to restricted discussion, there Is a
factor that alraoet prohibits the use of vertical ,f:5roupingj
the junior officer, a second lieutenant for example, cannot
possibly put hiBseli into the shoes of a i'our star fijeneral
Maclin and dGauDry, 0£. clt ., p, l0»
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and understand how that man feela, Th« top cooBnander and
hit pooltlon are in reality no more than a eymbol to the
young leader Juet starting up the executive ladder. Occa-
sional vertical grouping may be desirable in order for the
Junior man to understand his relationships with the "top
brass^" or to start his thinking toward ultimate objectives*
but It is not believed advisable as a ^.eneral rule.
A three or four level training program is usually oon*
sldered desirable in an organization. In a lar^e military
command this sight include a grouping of high ranking unit
cotnfloanders » another of staff personnel, and « third of
Junior officers wltMn the squadrons or battalions of the
organisation, i^ach of these groups has objectives peculiar
to Its particular etatusi the top ooiaxmanders are prliaarlly
interested In problem solving; the staff group In both
problem solving and self-development for future assignments}
and the Junior officers In general executive development,^
although elements of both problem solving and development
enter into the training plans of all the groups. Uppltt
and bradford suggest that the deslrc^d understanding of
the other fellow's feelintfs and problems can still be
accomplished by these horizontally aeparsted groups. They
advocate the use of mliaeogrjiphed notes on each session.
25
Miller, o£. clt., p. 50.

wnlch would be exchanged between ^roupe, thus creatin^^ an
additional channel of comnuni cations, -^ ^Tier© practical,
an occasional vertically grouped session night be advisable
to personalise the relations between levels and to Indicate
the continued backing of top i3anap;eaent
•
The Subject .iatter ;
The primary interesta of the varioua strata of learn-
ers suggests the subject matter with which the t^&cher
should be concerned; probleza solving, insight, and the
principles of leadership, kach of these should be applied
through appropriate situations to the prlsiary functions of
26
all executives: planning, organising, and controlling.
Situations can be drawn from the past expe^ritsnoea of the
students themselves, fror^ the incldentfi that arise in
their day to day work experiences, or hypothetical situa-
tions can bfc utlliaed.*^' I'he t'^oups eoulo and probably
should utilise "cxptrience" situations to the extent of
their experiences, but hypothetical cases could be called
upon when the experience level of tiie group is low, or
^5
Llpuitt and Bi»adford, uj).. cit .. p. 3bO.
Lavis, 0£, cit., p. l^Uf.
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' Actual 8 1 tun t tons from day to day experiences are
problibly tiie only ari.>wer to problem solving conferences.
Top »{*:iaf?ers, in particular, would not be willinr to use
hypothetical caeea—triey are busy men, concerned with
important everyday problena that laufit be solved now .
ja
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when it is de&lred to put acrofis a paz*tioular point*
In the selection of problem or training areas it la
generally reoooimendeci that the suggeatlona coae frosi the
students themaeXves. One method that hae been auggested
calla for the instructor to utilize an early meeting for
the purpose* He oncouragee the group to list the reaaons
why they are not able to operate at full efficiency on their
jobs, this listing provides student motivation and creates
group interest. The list is usually long, but can be re*
duced by gro ping the complaints into f^eneral claaaiflca-
tiona, which can be drawn upon for suitable action situa-
28
tiona* Other suggested loethode of situation selection
include the use of queationnalree^ student panel augrestiona
«
and selections by the group leader. The latter ma t<e the
only satisTactory method available when dealinr with low-
experience groups*
A few cautions are necessary in the selection of situa-
tion a* Hole -playing is sometimes used for therapy* but
tl-iis requires the talents of a trained specialist and is
beyond the capabilities of the average instructor* ^
Another danger results from the use of situations that are
based on problems which are beyond the authority of the
group. This ::ay caiuie unhappy feelings within the group;
Lippitt and iradford, o£. cit., p* 566f.
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the objective ia not "problem changing" or "problem crea-
tion," but rather "problem understanding,"^
In any seeaion the principles of leaders^ilp ahould b«
brought out and emphasized. As noted In the chapter con-
cerned ftlth educational values, the particular situation
under consideration is only of importance at the moment,
but the application of sound principles determines the long
run values of the instruction. Insight of the other fel-
low a feclinfTS is also of Importance to tvery f-roup in
order for the students to understand why the other man re-
51
acts in the way he does in a particular situation.^
In fsneral, the subject matter required for a program
will depend upon the leadership development policy in
effect. The actual selection of situations depends upon
the experience level of the group, the problem that Is
under consideration, the principles thst the leader de-
sires to emphasise, and the time available for preparation
and presentation. Tae governing principles would be that
the material must either consist of a real life situation,
or must be as nearly like a real life eituatlon as possible;
that it Biust be appropriate for the grroup concerned; and,
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The similarity uetween the role of the role-placing
dii'ector and the leader of a conference or uiscusaion type
group has been mentioned in connection with the ti^aining
of future teachers. The similarity is even more apparent
in the conduct of claaees. It is the opinion of isi^ny of
those wno have used the role-playiiig technique, owever,
that there are additional important elements connected with
the trainer's role; elements that cause the ffiethod to be
more difficult to handle effectively.
The job of ti:ie conference or discussion leader has been
the subject of many studies, and there are a nuns'oer of texts
available that adequately deal with the subject,* For tbat
reason, the parts of the teacher's job that parallel those
of a conference group leader have not hrnen covered in detail
in this study. The aiiditions to the leader's job, those
that are peculiar to the use of role*playing, and variances
from noral conference or dij^cussion .roup leaders.lip tech-
niques, have been considered under t?iree of the uiajor paases
of the teacher's job: Preparatioa fi^nd Planning, Conduct of
Sessions, and i-ollow-up. The hints and cautions listed are
J5
ilaclin and McHenry's Conference Leader Treinlnf: , and
Mussroan and Mcr^ee's Techniques of Conference Leadersnip are
recommended for a clear and cosipTete explanation of this
portion of the role-pla^'ing director 'e job.
d^lm bWd«iUi%>0 dJiI*dJ6l4> ^UaUilOviiuI iSi.f'ijr Ut^'J 0'i£ *,. -viiJ •; "»*iC'
XiBii voo fi#«u aou «»v».v -XiaijiMil quo
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a result of a conccrnsua of the literature available, and
condusionB, within limits of the study, dcveloi>ed from the
results of the is.H.O.T.C. case ptudy conducted on the job
of the role -playing leader.
Preparation and Flannin?;^ ?
The preparation and planning phase ia concerned with
the establiehfiient and clarification of lesson objectives,
limiting the scope of dlecuesions, and with the progress of
thought froF. one phase of trie topic to another* Hole-
playiag instructors warn that the KCthod is in no way a time
saver or subatitute for ^'ood teaching. They have found that
careful preparation and planning are essential to success .^^
The primary considerations of the phase include the planning
of physical arrangements, the outline of sessions, and the
selection of situations.
Physical arrangements t In addition to the rules of
conference leadership, the role-playing director muet pay
attention to the following:
1. Normal class size should be frora twelve to
fifteen, with outer limits of eight to twenty.
Additional students retard participation and
discussion, fewer limit the v^ri«ty of informa-
tion, viewpoints, and experiences available.
An exception would be in sessions concerned
with problem solving, where as few as two
students can effe tively use the technique.
13
i^ussroan and McFee, op. cit., p. 6.
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?• Conference (nd dlacusi^^lon gr"^upa recomrsend that
mectln^^a last from on6-h«lf hour to two hours.
£.Xi>«r'«nco in rol«-playtnr hftR «ho'AT; that succeaB-
fui results Have been obtained within those limits,
but thst 8hort«^r per loo r arc only satisfactory
for problem solving or for short Impromptu situa-
tions. Clftsses sho^iJ.d ordlrw.rily last from one-
and-one-half to two hours, .Sturtent fatl^nie nnd
loss of Intercast are dangers In the lon-^er
perlo<ls,55 Perhaps the determining factor should
be the situation itself,
5. Most authorities believe that olasaee should not
meet oftener than onoe a week- or biweekly. They
sugE'* Pt that monthly meetlns are to be preferred
rather than dally. Tils pattern la apparently
advisable because frequent repetitions seess to
cause a loss of student interest, Croups con-
cerned -ith problem solving may violate this
restriction >>«cause student interest la assured
by the nature of the problems bein;^!: considered.
The problem type sessions can be held as often
AS vital problems arise, daily or hourly if
necessary,
14., The instructor must plan his use of the Method;
he must know when to use it, and w ien other
methods would be better suited for hi» purposes.
An experience?' student f.roup which is familiar
with tile technique learns to recognize suitable
situations, but in rnany instances t-ie introduction
must be planned ahead or noted durlnj^ discussion
periods. The ^latlonal Training Laboratory of the
MhA su^i^ests that role-playInf be used ^hen a
situation ^neets the following conditions:
(a) The scene should reveal or deal with a valid
problem In human relations,
(b) The problem should be clear, single, and
specific; it should never include related
problems,
(c) It should be one the y?roup Is capable of
acting out; 1 . e , , one in waicb the flayers
J5
In tills connection. It h^e i;>een found that situa-
tions 8hO"jld not be "left in Kild-air" between class sessions






ean UQd«r«t«rui hov the c^iar&ctera might. f««l»
and will b« Tweanlngful to th« «udl«nc«.i^®
The outline : The leader of a role -placing class is
interested In student action In the olassroom, he, like the
conference leader, is atterapting to "pull out" learning
rather tnan to "poiar it in,"*^^ HIb outline should corres-
pond to that of the conference leader, but should be more
flexible in order to allow for "retakes" or the adoption of
improo^tu skits during the oeetin^s. Itie reneral prepara-
tion outline should include:
1. i tateiuent of objectlvee of the session.
2. Setting up the role-pla7/inf' situations.
3. The acting itself.
I4.. i<otes for the cievelopment of discuRsion.
5. Notes for the concluding reiaarks.
Conduct of : essiona t
In the clesiiroom the instructor mint be continually on
his toes. It la in tiiis pha«e of the teaotilnr lob that the
teacher utillaing dramatic presentations trmst not only dem-
onstrate hie ability as a coiripetent discussion group leader,
but muKt also add somcthinc new; he K^uat become a "producer,"
"director," and often a "playwright.** The conduct of
J5 Huotea in bert aixd rTancee i-^trause, i*©w ^a^s to
Better ^e6tigitr.s, p. 10^,






fiesslona phase oan he broken down into three parte: act-
ingf discussion, and the reaching of conclusions. The
techniques involvec In conducting diecueslonc and closures
directly parallel those used in a conference or ciiscuBsion
class, filthough the discussionfc often become Intercilngled
with action. The rules of good conference procedure aj -cly,
and the hints and cautions listed below are» therefore,
primarily directed toward the action perio s of role -play-
ing meetings.
The leader as a producer s The trainer must
have a receptive audience before learning can be-
gin. A meeting has little chance to succeed if
the group appears listless and dull, so Uie
instructor must prepare the student group by
establishing Inforaail atmosphere and receptive
student attitudes. One common device for accomplish-
ing this is through the use of a siiort snappy
warm-up talk designed to pet ^^tudents In the
proper roood to learn. Another com on method is
to open the meeting with a short rehearsed skit,
one with a definite punch line that will create
immediate interest.
The leader as a playwright ; The situations to
be ubed may be aerected by the students or the
instructor, in either case, however, it has been
found that the teacher must crente the roles to
be played, else the students may fail to identify
the parts and get in the spirit of the action.
The length of each skit is important too. Ordin-
arily, a four or five minute drama Is sufficient,
but lon;er situations may be appropriate under
certain circumstances.
The leader as a caatini^ director ; There are
definite probleias"'connected with the selection of
students for the parts to be played in varioua
situations. In the beginning the instructor
probably should choose the students who will most
likely play the rolee satisfactorily; i.e..







nnafcupally forward »tud«nt8 or Uioua with pr- vloua
role-pla;fing axperlence. Later all students should
p&rtlcipat©, and exptsrlenoe proves th&t taey will
»aat to enter the action. Another eohool of thoufiht
advocates atucent selectioQ of roleis to be played,
because the students can often do a raore appropriate
casting job.
The audience, too, should be oaated, because they
will observe best If they can Identify themselves
with the action they are watching! They might, for
exai^ple, be directed to assume the role of a personnel
consultant viewing the leader's action with a view
toward constructive criticism.
48 a note of Interest, the O.S.S. experimented
with the use of alcohol as & relaxing agent for
bashful or timid persons. They reported good re-
sults, except th£t too many drinka encouraged overly
enthusiastic discussion periods.^
The leader as a director ; The trainer must be
alert trirou^iiiout the performance phase, iie must
guard against actors "tiirowing curves*^ at the student
leader in impromptu dialogues; against ridicule or
over-embarrassment of actors; and especially against
unforseen situations that a^y arise, lie must watch
the tendency of actors to stop in t xe middle of a
case, or to ra»ble on when nothing is being accomplish-
ed.
Ordinarily, the situation has been set up for
about fotir or five mirmttg; «iicn that tise has
passed with no conclusions reached, the instructor
should ask the actors to reach a conclusion and take
a "cut" after another minute or two. Li s ere tIon can
be applied, however, and particularly spirited dis-
cussions isay be allowed to continue for ten or fifteen
minutes. A general rule mi,i;/ht be to cut the action
as soon as the trends of leadership action have
becosie obvious.
Tue leader as a mediator : There are some critl-
cal issues in dTscufsion periods that are peculiar
to role-playing sessions. The Instructor will
probably not have to prod or question the class to
open discussions because the swlts aeeuj to provide
3B
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sufficient Impetus to c et the discussion started
spontaneously; tho cXaas Is usually more than eager
to i^et an analysis of the situation underway. In
fact, one important job of the teacher at this point
is to guard af^ainsst the tendency for the i^roup to
become so involved In the play that they lose sight
of the real tx'alnlng goals. It Is the job of the
trainer to direct the spontaneous participation
toward the principles involved in the situation.
One other caution; there is an occasional tend-
ency for the student i^^'oup to accept mediocre per-
formances froEi the actors, or to ^'whitewash" their
handling of a case. This can visually be corrected
by inviting actor self-criticisms before «? tarting
the general discussion period.
The Follow-up I
It is generally agreed that the te?chlnr Job of any
conference leader is not concludecJ when he leaves the
classroom. True, a good aurmmrj and closure will help send
the group away with a feeling that they have rotten some-
where and that the experience has been Interesting and
valuable, ^'^ but there is jjiore to the leade]**8 job than that.
The t alner must follow-up his clasiies to encourage f\irther
discussions and lasting retention on the part of the group.
It has been said that "some of the best conversations
take place after tlie aaeetlng has adjourned, w.en people
gather in sKall rroups and continue talking. "^ This type
of extra-curricular partlclpatlun indicates that real last-
ing values will be obtained from the aubjeet jsaterial, and
^^ Handbook for Digoussion Lesders, MVPi:.HS 16975-A
(^sashing ton: Bureau of iiaval Persdnnel, June, 194^)#P« k^»






the pmotlcti ithould he «ncourag<rd by th6 iii&truQtoi'» On*
Biethod or promoting future atleiition is by mim«Of;raphing,
and later diatributing* a r«oord of the sebsion. Appended
to the reoord ffilfht be e list of loeaX library reference
texts on the material, for the benefit of any student In-
tercjfieu in further pursuing the subject. Another B^ethod
of encouraging^ post-olaad discuesionB is to suggest adjourn-
ment to the local sod« fountain, beer hall, or club, where
the leader hopes discussions will continue, and nee ide^s
and suggestions formulated for situations to be used in
future class laeetlni^s*
This portion of the overall role-pltyinf: fatudy was
undertaken because it was apparent that without solving
the major obstacles involved no concrete conclusions could
be reached fror. the total Btudy. 1h« rr^ajor obstacles seem-
ed to revolve around the Kupinistration of the prograM, the
Job of the teacher, V/hat was tlie Job of the t* acher?
Could the Job be adequately filled by the mllltar'y personnel
available for role-playing leadership aasignments'T These
questions, and others subsldary to thec-, had to be answered
before proce^^ding.
The conducted survey Indicated that the tasks Snvolved
in the Job of the leader are complex and difficult, but
4Y
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that coMpetent, qualified, treined men can overcoKie th«
difficulties In^/olved and fulfill th« teecher'e nlefllon.
It WHS found, although t)ierc vere diaaiy?eeReats ationg
authorities on the isaua* that authorities believe that
the normal wllitarv officer cao, like his Industrial execu-
tive counterpart, be trnlaed aa an efficient role-playing
leader. Hiui training', although necessarily compreheni-l ve,
apparently does not need to take en excecfjive amount of
time; Instead, the officer should benefit through early
practical teaching experience. The rotation of leaders
should also assist in clixainatlng the obstacles, because
self-critlclsc will be combined with outside criticism to
urge the officer leader to do a nsore efficient Job,
The conclusion can be reached, then, that the obstacles
Involved in setting up and conducting a role-playing pro-
graffi are not Insiormoantable, and th«t careful attention to
the problem should provide a basis for an effective prograsu
i^. s*f. !!•.•:; !^ J . fiCf
8»^





The survey of ll'^erat\jr« and the re^ulta of th« early
fl«ld investigations hav© indicated that 2?olo -playing is
apparently an essentially sound letideriinip uevelypmtnt
technique. The question of application in a {Military
oliisate has not bmmn an&wered uy tiiis preliminary £urvey»
however. This problem of "How to use the method^ ssust be
solved both theoretically anci practically before the object-
ives of the fitud^ can be accomplished*
?he purpose of this chapter is to make a theoretical
application oX' role-playing in a typical military situation.
The object is to provide a basis for practical application,
and to nerve as a guide for prospective military U3©rs, To
accomplish this purpose it is necessary to consider trie
oethod itbelf, and al&o possible leaderahip development
policies upon whlcti tae caetiiod can be based when actually
used. The first section of the chapter, then, has been
devoted to the consideration of leadership development
policies, and one apparently promising polic:y has been
selected for illustration and explanation. The second
seotion of ttitt chapter contains a theoretical classroom










In recent yeare the probl«i& of the ezeoutive ^Yowtl; of
military and industrial leadere has been approached ttirough
variouB theories concerned with executive developiBent. Sout
of these approachefl have been of store value than others when
applied under certain conditions* ao the type of developssent
policy that ie appropriate to the role-playing asethod should
be detersdned.
The chapter on the educational values^ of role*playing
Mentioned the experience values of the principles underlying
training situations. It was noted that individual class-
room situations do not always need to be ren^embered* Utt
that the principles involved in each case ereate the import-
ant experience valuee. If this ifi accepted* tlxen leadership
development tiirough role-playing should be based on an execu-
tive rrowth policy that em^.^jasize a the prlnci^ues of leader-
ship. Also, beoaui^e the tecfinique is concerned witii train-
ing tiirough dramatic participation in ekite built around
simulated situations* it should be based on a developzoent
polic:/ that emphaelsee the situation in teaching leadership
principles.
Biese requirements might t« met tiirough various
approaches: The ''desire cl© characteristics" of a leader
.• D ! loq ^ct^^aqt lev »b




could be list' d, and situations could then be selected
that would develop the potential leader In those areas.
Thm "job specification" a;>; roach, ad^rooated by soim Indue-
2
trial tralnlmi^ authorities and educators, could be used
as a bfip.is for role^plaji nr?; througVi the selection of situa-
tions that woul d prepare the leader for a parti cular job in
a particular organlBation, A "critical situation" poliey
could also be adopted, in whioh role-playing situstlona
would be selected from situations based on the critical
requirements of a leader's job, A comprehensive study of
each approach woiHd be beyond the scope of this study, so,
for purposes of Illustration, and to provide a eugf^ef^Led
base for the use of role -playin^r in Developing mllitaa^
leaders, only the critical situifttions policy will be in-
vestigated and illustrated at this tiiee.
The Critical tvltuationa Approach ;
Tiie critical situation approach has been oelected for
illustration and explanation because it offers a basis for
the use of role-playing that is cirectiy concerned «»ith
situations based on the critical requlrcjsenta af executive
positions.
For a descrJ-iption of the desiraDle characteristics
of leaders see Chapter XI, llaval I^eadersliip, for military
leaders; and, ilalph G. avis, op, alt., pp"« 114 6-130, for
1 ndus t i* i a i 1 1 .idar 3 „
For a deftcrJIption of the job specifl cation approach









Critical rtquirvmentn may be defined ae those require-
loents th&t are oruoial in the sense that they have oeen fre«-
^uently observed to &uke the differenoe between suoQese and
failure in an organization.^ They include specific inci-
dents in which executive action was especially effective or
ineffective, i^'ith the Incidents classified and available^
the theory considers that potential executives can be train-
ed to intelligently solve problems tkiat might arise in simi-
lar future incidents. The value of the technique suppoeealy
results from the lessons to be learned from critical situa-
tions; if the executive knows how to approach a situation
he should be able to solve the problems connected therewith.
Leadership develops because the executive learns to apply
the principles of leadership that will assist him in problem
solving.
One method of deteraining the critical requirements
of executive jobs has been uncovered by military research
through a study concerned with the critical requirements
of an Air Force officer^s job.**- ine study, conducted by
the American Institute for Hcsearch, for the Dnlted States
Air Force, covered over ^000 Incidents involving Air
John C. Flanagan, "i;efining the HequireKents of the
Executive Job," Personnel. July, 1951, p. 26.
k
iiarley 0. Preston, The i>evelopBient of a Procedure
for fcvaluatlnK Officers in the United States (\ir Koroe .
fS
For«e offie«r»« and loelud«d all l«v«ls of mllltAry l««d«r«,
Th« study was primmriXj concernad with uneorarlng th« erlti-
eaX raqulramanta of Bllitary aaiaautiira poaltlons for pur*
poaet of officer avaluatlon* but th« Ineldanta Involvad
appear appllc&ble for training purpoaea as wall. To lllua-
trata tha tecianiqua, tha following Inelciant la <:raaantad
to indiieata tha tjp9 data collaetadt
7ha..«axaEipla la an Inoioant regarding making
daclalona. Tnla la an ineldant concerning- In-
affactlva behavior on the part of a leputy for
Opera tlonat
About two or tViree tlmea a week he would ooiee
Into my office and etart the converaatlon by eayln^*
•f^ay. Colonel, you hava to make a declalon,* ae
woxxld tell ar^e the problem on which he ahoulci hava
rendered a dee la Ion alncc he had ail the facta
and I dlda*t« Be was afraid to mmk^ a decision
that X woulc not approve. Xhe final atrawi A
decision waa needed a tout aendlng a ship out In
bad weather—he knew the facta but dldn*t have
the courage to oeclde. tie came to me, aiMl I told
him to inake the cede Ion and notify sie about It,
Re wrote a l«tter to all aubordlnatfes telling
them that he had been on the c«rpet, and the
reason was because his aubordlnatee ha^::: failed
to do as they were told* I'his was untrua, and
several of his eubordlnates cosplained bo ste
about the letter eo I x^equeeted his relief.
5
A ainaaary of such Incidents, Ineludlny^ effective and
ineffeotlve caaee, wsse prepared, and provides areas for
the selection ot situatlrins that can t>e included In train-
ing prograas. For exaaple, it waa found tJi»t the most
critical areaa for top military executives, including
Flanagan, e£. clt .. p. 29} « reprint tro& the
Frfeston »tudy.
-Kilt •ili wal-s- -
^s^ .^ nmUT*^ #»**»«« t««;riii» lo »^fl»^«ii-.
.«wi
;.:i *S2 *''
officers of the rank of colonel and above, when listed In
rank order, were:
1, Proficiency in Planning and Directing Action.
2, Proficiency in Supervlelng Personnel,
^0 Acceptance of Personal Heaponsibillty.
1^. Acceptance of Organisational Beaponaibility.
5. Proficiency in i4ilitary Occupational Specialty,
6, Proficiency In Handling Administrative Lctaila,
The order for lower ranking officers waa sonsewhat differ-
ent, as indicated by the following list:
1« Acceptance of Personal Hesponsibillty*
2. Proficiency in Planning and Directing Action.
5. Proficiency in ^i^ilitary Occupational Specialty.
1|. Proficiency in Supervising Personnel.
3« Acceptance of Organisational Hesponsibility.
6. Proficiency in Handling Adxoinistiative Dttails.^
The latt«r breakdown provides suitable areas for train-
ing for l]»iediate and intermediate leadership objectives,
while the top Bjanagernent critical areas provide for the ful-
fillment oX ultijsate objectives.
Critical incidents can also be collected for training
uses by other means. Many collections of case-studies con-






tain orltical incidents that could be fitted Into the
i^6StoQ classiricationa* or actual "experience** eituhtione
could be suggested by aembera of the student group, and be
included In the selected class if! cations by the group in*
structor. The number of appropriate situations is actually
limited only by the lixRits of experiences available and by
the capabilities of the people Involved.
The critical requireawnts approach appears lofrleal
for leadership training uses. The iismediate objective of
preparing officers for current performance of duty would be
met through situations concerned #lth everycjay problems con-
nected with the officers* current jobs. An Interosediate
objective would be met by preparlnf: officers to cope with
situations that might be encountered on the next higher
level. Tiie ultimate objective of preparing officers for
top manageiusnt positions would be met through special
attention to situations In which top management has been
found to have the most uroblesis.
This approach to executive development appears of
value at all ex«tcutive levels and for all types of execu-
tives. The program appears to be flexible enough to allow
variations to be incorporated for each eorsrjana, each branch
of a iervlce, and every type officer, because appropriate
8
ror example; from fifty cases presented in Naval
Leadership, pp, 285-520.
.bo^'io^rr. t oico8K| add I- q«o •ilJt
•' « t;Ij:iaiaba»J
•Itu&tions could be selected for any occasion. Perhaps
the greatest value of the approach Is that the critical
requirements technique provldefi for the overall development
of executives, and it is generally agreed that top execu-
tives must make decisions and come up with new ideas that
affect all phases of the orf^anizatlon, so that ti cir abll-
9ities cannot be specialised or confined.^ Another value
of importance is euf-f::eated because it b&s often been £aid
that "the pragmatic test of a leader *8 ability is his
ability to get results.**^*' The critical situation technique
should help the leader to get results because it trains
him to cope with the £situation, and if he can learn to
do that, results should follow.
One apparent limitation to the method lies in the
necessity for the collection of more complete data on the
critical requirements of the various levels of military
aanagement* I'he Air Force study needs verification, and
possibly modification, l:>efore it can be accepted as accur-
ate for all branches of the Armed Forces, iiowever, the
theory provides a theoretically sound basis for the
initiation of a program, and further research and local
9
"Teach i^axecutives to I'hiak, '* Business Week, January
6, 19^^1. p. 7B.
10
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BOdifleAtlon could be provided throuc^h training directives*
AFPLXCATIO"^
The critical aituatlons policy for executive develop-
ment provides a basia for an application of the role*play«>
log technique under alnuXated, but reall^tlc» conditiona.
The following suggested application servea ae a theoretical
illustration of one way in which a military comKand could
utiliiie the method in leadership training. The llluatrR-
tlon is believed of value to this study, because it pexnnitfi
a better understanding of the theoretical procedures and
values outlined In the earlier c'napters, and it supplies an
illuatratlon of claaero<»B application Cor prospective users
of the method.
The hypothetical case starts with the p?.anninG Phase
t
The leader first conelders his student £Toup; In this cesc,
the typical aircraft squadron claes defined In Chapter I.
The next step is the selection of appropriate subject mater-
ial. The inatruotor, in this case. Is assumed to have
selected a hypothetical problem because his students were
not experienced in role-playing classes* He decided that
a general situation, an incident within the experience
llnlts of all the students, would be appropriate, so he
consulted the collection of leadership problems in IJaval
Leadership* and adapted one to hiB purposes:
4«




Place: Marine Corps Air Station, £1 Toro, California.
A squadron of traneport planes was to take off
at 0600 on the first leg of a routine training
flight fron El Toro to Guaia, At the aufitcr of the
crewa at Op^O, tiie duty t^on Copirdssioned Officer
reported one man absent«-a second mechanic on one
of the planes. About O^^O the i^CO reported that
this man had shown up. All the officers were, at
this tlsife, in the squadron ready room i^fettiog their
last minute instructions.
'f^h^ii the pilot whose second siechanic had been
absent went out to his plane, he was informed by
the plone captain that the man in question was very
much under the influence of liquor, but was trying
not to show it and was being very quiet, rhe
officer interviewed the man and considered It would
not be dangerous to have hit; aboard. He therefore
ordered the man to get in the plane «ind go to sleep,
Puriig the flight this man caiised no trouble and
by the tlrae the squadron landed at Honolulu he
was isober enough to do his work properly.
This man had been In the Mirinee for eleven years,
was a Technical sergeant, and had liad an excellent
record in conduct every quarter since he had been
in the service. He was a hard worker, int«?lllgcnt,
and an all-round srood man.
Problejs: Aa the pilot of this plane, what action
would you take in thit caae, and why?
The instructor realized that critical Incidents such
at the above often have no "sure" or "school" solution;
that there are Brnny solutions to motst leaders Ip problems,
and that leaders with different personal characteristics
would face the situation in different ways. Knowing this,
the leader had reached a :':ood startinf point; a place where
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outline »nd step ov^t to meet the student group.
The claee might have been opened with a brief warm«up
talk by the instructor, followed by an estplsnation of the
ftitustlon to be enacted. V>tth rapport thus eetobliehed,
the previously briefed student plane commander would be
asked to leave the room, During his fibj^ence, the student
"offender" would have been briefed aa to the exoueea,
answers , and attitudes that would make the situation aa
realifJtlc as possible. The class night then have been
briefed on what to look for in the way of leadership ]^«ir''
fonnanc©, and prompted to try to put themselves in the shoes
of the offender for a better understendinf of his feelin^^s,
or in the pos'tSon of the squadron cominsnder who would Ister
Judge the pilot's handllnr of the incident.
The plane coganander would then be recalled, and a scene
enactec concerning the conversation between that officer
and the first mechanic upon arrival &t Honolulu, A tape
recorder. If available, could have been used to record the
action, and a play-back would have started a class dls-
n
In the particular incident saleotad* where the
actual leader would have had aaple time to outline his
actions, expt-trience has shown that it *& usually bfc»t to
notify the fttudent leader of the ^^neral situation in aa-
vance so that the actual case Is dupl'oatesi Mi closely as
possible, t^poncaneifcy -woulci still be of import^r.ce, t;ut
it would be developed throufjh the actions u,n<:i words of
the oii^enaer. The Inttructor would, therefore, have se-
lected his i»tudent leader and prepared him before the
scheduled claes meeting.
^'^^qzfo'tn $nmlm$» mdi #•« o« itio <imim kmtk:mll^^
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CUSSion of the problem*
The handllnp; of the case Dy the student leader mifht
or Bslglit not have been the best. The etuuent would be
given the opportunity to open the discusalon period with
a orltlclsm of his own portrayal of the plane com: ander,
and then the other students might take him to task for his
handling of the case. The offender would aleo be given an
early opportunity to express his rt;actions to the scene,
in order to start the gjJc^oup thinking of the "other fellow*®
feelings." Coranents of the plane coiK^nder and offender
would be useful In getting class partlolpatlon, but as
mentioned above* no two li^&ders would act in exactly the
same way in any particular aitu&tlon. The etudents » per-
formance would priEiarlly be of wlue as the oasis i'or a
dlscu&slon of the principles involved in the incident* so
that every student could picture hlisself as the leader and
determine the manner in which he« himself, would handle a
similar future actual problem in the light of the appro-
priate leadership principles.
The principles of leadersnlp are, in themselves, be-
yond the scope of this study. Some attention to them is
warranted, however, because they appaiently constitute the
actual subject matter of each role-playing session, and an
illuflti'ation of how t)Aey may be brought out by the teacher
is pertinent to the application oi: the technique in leader-
•<f bjtirow #n«btf;>« txlT .is© ">»/! 4c»a ^rii^im no
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•hip training.
Th« cla8;> criticisms would likely Include a nuc2Lt;r of
suggestions from cl&sa members on their beliefs as to the
proper Iriandllng of the problem. One studfent aifjht volun-
teer that "no harm was actually done, because the reraalnder
of the crew took care of the duties of the offender while
he was asleep.** Another mi^t recall a similar incident
where the plane coiamander had taken no action, but had re-
lied on the other merjicers of the orew to "straighten out the
sergeant." The range of student fiugi^et tions might well run
from •*court martial** to "live and let live" in this situation.
The instructor could have limited the discussion period
to the principle© that he particularly desired to stress
during the session in prograsB, but for a general leadership
claas, each £iU|.!,~e»tion and question could have teen used to
form a basis for t..e discussion of the principle© of leader-
ship involved. The suggestion concerning the remedial
actions of the group would furnish an opportunity for the
teacher to discuss the modern **tea»«ork" principles of
leadership, as opposed to "autocratic" leadership; the *'do
nothing** experience laight open the door for a discuasion of
th«? relative values of positive, neratlve, and neutral moti-
vation or of the informal leadership factors present In
groups and or^aniaa tions. The 'eneral problem itseJJT sug-
gests a discussion of the principle of Integration, or the
n9battmm% mU •«f«9*d .Miob
•^iitv i9te»lto fiil^ lo aal^uid »n4 lo •«ftuo niknj mit%» m^v ;
-
iiiQl «fi9l^;}« on o'»<«:? bfffl f»OHMaioo •n«Xq •rfd ••»•«<•
aui Xi»* iriH-tM anoXj ..t3iiJ^ia ic:-»:.ii4fi *ic laa
bol*i«q <ieX««a94lt oi^ b«{}JUii
••#^a 04 f^99h xX^*XifoUt»q Wi <«W f»^X»aX«4 f^lil ^
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creation of goiiltt for the people led that will create a
desire In theiti to do their utmost toward the aehle vesient
12
or the objectives of the or^:aniKation; and* al&o, of
leadership attitudes, including the theory thj&t & leader
should **be a saember of the te&», although still it&
captain, "^^
Tliroughout the discussion period the Instruotor would
have followed the rulea of good discussion leadersiilp; he
would tiave kept the questioning and suggeetioue within
bounds, and wouici have encouraged fu ther atudent partici-
pation through his outlining of principles* After a tenta-
tive solution had been agreed upon by the group, a new plans
eoQ^jQAnder sdght have re-enacted the &cene. The group leader
might then have closed the session by euEimarislnf^ the high
lights of the discussion, re-emph^Eialng the principles
brought out during the period,
SUMMARY
The oisoussions of policy and aj^lication in this
chapter have been brief and may be considered incoztiplete.
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in that th«y hav« not covered all the available aolutions
to the employment of rol© -playing oi* to t.© problem of
executive growth* The purpose oi' the chapter wae, however,
to discover how the objectives of leadership training could
be fulfilled tarough the u«e of role -playing, and the die-
cusslona were not intended as the solution, but rather as
a theoretical suggested aethod of employisent of the tech-
nique in leadership training. It is frosi this view that
t^e following conciu&ionis have been drawn*
llie critical situation metaod, ae a le dershlp develop-
aaent policy featurini^ role ->>laying as a primary training
technique, appears to be directly applicable to leadership
development* Some authorities atate Uiat every leadership
problem:! con£i£t& of three interaoting factora—the leader,
the people led, and the eltuation*^ iaey point out that
the firet two I'actoia, Uic leader aiwi the followere, are
comparatively atable elementa, but that the situation is
highly instable and thus creates the leadership problem*^
If this is accepted, then the incidents involvea in the
critical situationa approach strike directly at the heart
Ik
For exaisplei l^alph i. . iavie. Industrial £££anlaa_-
tion and akanfcgement , p# 51 •
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€3 very leaderehlp problem, tti© changing situation, and
the student group learns to apply the "law of the situa-
tion;** they learn to determine the facte involved In a
problem, have the courage to face tho»e fecte, and have
the ability and wllllngncsj^ to follow the coure© of action
16
they dictate.
Critical situations are not the only workable approach
to leadership development, aa role-playing is not the only
efficient training n?ethod, but they apparently do 23rovlde
one satisfactory method of developing efficient leaders,
iiole-playln?;, when utillaed to exaralne the prlnclplea
involved tn the handling of critical Incldente, appears to
be capable of fulfilling the objectives of nn executive
growth prograa, and to effectively point out the leader-
ship principles that are required In the psromotlon of
effective learning. The Illustrated appllcat5.on has pro-
vided only an example of possible cl<a8sroosi uses of the
technique In a local coEraand, Ilie same incident, or any
selected "exp* rlence" or hypothetical o&se, oouIq have been
illustrated using the various methods of eniployssent listed
In Chapter III, Additional theoretlcnl applications might
be of value as a guide to future willtary users, but for
the piarposea of t^ilE study, it is believed that the on©
u
Ralph C. Davis, Industrial Orpanidation and Man-
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Illustration provides a suite bio guide for practical appli-
cation* and that otUar methods ot employsient can beat b«
experimented with through a practical try-out of role-





The survey of oLjectlvec and procedures of role-playing
in local comriand leadership training Inclicated that a
practical case study under a typical coranand situation would
be of value to this study. As a result, arrangementa were
made with a Marine Corps figliter squadron to experiment with
the technique* in ord#x* to co^^pare actual operating con->
ditione with the information derived froju the earlier li-
brary studies and theoretical considerations. Ihis chapter
contain* a report of that experiment.
The case study was planned by the invtstigator to con-
sist of an Introduction of the method to a typical officer
group, •xperimentation on the uaa of a line officer as the
classroom instructor* experlmenta ion on methods of employ-
ment, and an appraisal of the reactions of th« student group
as the program progressed. The study was limited in scope*
in that the experiments were conducted over a relatively
snort period of time, no control group wss set up, and no
evaluation of leadership Improvement was attempted.
The report of the study has been made t^y providing a
background picture of the experiment, and then by listing
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the « vents ait they ooourred* and by notin^-^ the comments of
the ot;6erv*r investigator, fctudent ineti-uctiOi*, end officers
concerned, liie cventa and coniaenta have been reported in
the iollowiug sactionc: Instructor i-Vfeparation, Introduct-
ory Seaaion, Later Claaaea, Tape iiecorder ' ©aaion, and an
overall sunsiaftry section.
^aoksrouna of the tujcperiment ;
Marine Fighter Squadron 2uu, an organiacd reserve unit
of the iAarine Corps, was called to active duty duiing the
aaonth of October, 195>1. Th*) personnel repoittec to the
Haval Air Statloxi, Coluttbus, Ohio, for a three month orient-
ation and training period prior to re-adi»igu£)eut to regu-
lar alarine Corps aviation units, ^uri^ig this perloa, the
officer pfciaonnel r€vi€jwed tactical fiignt procedures,
studied aviation and military technical tubjecta, and In
gc^neral prepared themselves for e3ii;ended active military
duty.
The squadron comrisnder was contacted by thie investi-
tiator rc^ardin^^, the desired race r>tudy of role-playing in
action, and he agreed to exptriinent with th* t<&chnique In
the losdersbip trllnlng of his squadron officsrs. llie
following conditions prevailed:
The groujp ? The student gi*oup coiapared favorably
with the typical cquodron group de^'crlbcd in Chap-
ter I, except that the military experience level of
th<t officers was probably lo*er then thi'^t of the




wLeadcryhlp t Th« squftdron oomsmndT decided to
conduct data s^salons hins^lf, although h« had the
ofislBtance of th« unit training officer for planjilng
purposes.
Time Available ; Clasaea were to be held during
Inclement weather, when flight operatic .s or otacr
scheduled actlvitlea had been cancelled.^
Training Conditions ; Training conditions were
comparable with taose described as typical in
Chapter I.
Subject fiSaterial; Ihe squadron commander agreed
to supply the subject aaterlal hiiuielf, baaed on
leadership principles contained in the literature
furnished by the invfcstigator,
IKSTHUCtOR PREPAMTIO:!
The investigator inforioally prepared the squadron coa-
uander for his duties aa the role-,vlaying director as
followa:
1. The squadron ooBmander was given a verbal descrip-
tion of the method, its his^tory, and current
status in iLilitary, industrial, and educational
8itUfitions.2
2. The theoretical values and reports of practical
training men were given to the future director
for his inforaiation and use .5
3. The leader wee briefed on the job of the role-
play in^^ director; ne was instructed on the se-
lection of subject material, the conduct of
classes, hints and cautions for the instructor, i
and in methods of esiphaslzing leadership principles.^
1
Inis arrai^eKent resulted in an average of about one
two-hour clasfc each week over a sIj. week period.
A review of Chapter ii of this study.
A review of Chapter ill of this study.
^ A review of Chapter XV of this study.
bm0*s^M i%baaa&Moo coibBUpi Bit: i l^lfioH i






i|.. A list of suggeBt«d methods of enploying th«
technique «a& suppli«cl,5
3. He was furniahed sample situations and class-
room applications."
6. Literature covering recognised military Isadsr-
ehip principles was provided, to be used &s a
baaia for selection of situetions and for dis-
cussion purposes.
7
7« Tli® prospective leader attended the introductory
class cession in the capacity of an obs^erver and
student teacher.
B. Lurlar the series of classes, the squadron eore-
mander was encouraged to request assistance by
asking queatlona on siethods and procedurea.
ISTRODOCTORY SLSSIOM
Events;
fhe introductory session was conducted by the investi-
gator. The class was opened with a brief explanation of
the study being concucted. Inis was followed by a de-
scription of role-,. laying. Its uses and theoretical values.
The direct purposes and objectives of the cxirrent leader-
ship training course were also covered. Ihe students were
then encouraged to que: tion the class leader on these sub-
jeets.
Two officers volunteered the Infonoation that they
had experienced role-playing training in their civilian
As detcribed in Gi-iapter ill or this study.
b






jobs. Several questions wtre askod regarding the type of
situations to b« used, the kind of solutions that could
be expected, values to be received, etc. Cne student put
his question regarding method into the forzc of a leadership
situation in which he had recently been involved; this
situation »as selected for an introductory demons trstion.
and the training period cotnoenced*
After the first situation hac been enacted end dis-
cussed, the students began to o££er sug-estions for other
probleiss, and several student volunteered situations were
utilised during the remainder of the meeting.
Thirteen of the fifteen student offi^f^rs actively par-
ticipated in skita and/or discuasione. Five officers
reasined volunt'irily after class to discuss the metnod and
to ask questioiis of the instructor. The class had be«n
scheduled to close at 12:00, but the students voluntarily
continued discussions until about 12:30.
Report of the Group Leader ( Investi^cator };
The group appeared hesitant In icceptin^ the technique
during the wara-up period. A prepared situation had been
planned for the initial denonetration, but was discarded
when it appeared that student support could only be gained
throufh active student participation. Vihen tae i'irist situa-
tion had been acted out, a change in attitude was evident.
:;^^i... .\i i-^iJi: -i
ni:^3 ;b'5vIovn?
?vA*6<r^ #»..
-"tAQ xX»Tlt»« ••S'JlHo ta#4)i/*« ci»»rfm •rf3 lo «»few
bail h9iXtt*m 9£\^ 9mj9Mtb oi ft»«X» %Bi
»i;piaido#;^ ^/fs 'r.i-- i,i :3L,&iXi'?,
Th« dlacusslon period and later situations iftere Fp ntaneous,
«nd proved more di'flcult to control than to duvelop. Some
of the probleuis noted In the first session w©rt»:
!• Some students seem«!d to exp^^ct a "stchool**
solution to each problem^ ana I'eit tnat
regulations should cover moat sltuatlms.
?. The dlalop^ue brv'j'^c down In one inetance,
«here the action apparently haii not oeen
adequately prepared t;>efore the scene bet^an.
3. One ttudent officer stated that he couldn't
get tne "feel" of his part, and stopped in
the middle ot a skit.
I4., Student interest appeared very hi|jh ty the end
of the period, as evidenced by the wlllln^'nefes
of the f-roup to continue past the ncriaal
training hour, by the number of students who
remained after the class hau been dismieseo,
and L/y the high percentage of participation.
5* the students seemed to enjoy the discus a lone
of the situations Kore trian the acting, out
when a straight discussion probl«i!m «ras intro-
duced it fell a little flea, in other woroa,
tne role -playing seemed to act as a stiasulant
to discussion.
6. There was some evidence th^t the stuaents
likea to bring tneir pers nal oxperiences
into the classroozD.
Student Reports !
The following- student observations include verbal eoi»*
ments ^ade in class or to tne inv«fi tigator, and «fritt©n
opinions timt were solicited following the meeting:
One "actor" reported that he had changed his opinion
on the handling of a particular situation after observing
others in the role and after llstexiing to the t-.ro^P die-
»>uf0 3np.-frr-q'5 . «'^*« ^^f^'' -aslb mgft
*«? i^»«««ir n§ f)«M#«« l^^fTSMlUJa •!'? .^
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cusslon.
One obp«rvcr t':> a situation reported that he •••9»d
to feel when certain ftctions from bJie actors were celled
for; when the actor failed hitn, he felt "let down."
5'oine -officers who obviously liked the method asked If
it oO'ild be uaec In tecnnical aubjects, i.e. , aerology, air
reguletlone^ estc.
The written comrrents showed that the students gener-
ally liked the new metnod; typical coffimente were:
I think that dl© cue a ion of this ty&c is ^ioise thing
we have needad for Boi^e time, and in my own mind
there can be no question as to ItiB ^/alue* Having
acted two opposite parte in a situation I feel that
I should be able to handle futiire fsituationff with a
greater degree of erficlency.
I like and respect thla method of luarnlng. On
participation I wass sell* conecious ana nervous being
the flret to act, but I believe the next tlm© i will
get nore out of It. This one period hnn created more
interest In ae toward personnel probleiae, and i aas
anxlo^i^^ to nee :*o» I stack up with the other boys*
methods of operation,
I thln!< this type of Instruction is far sxiperior
to staid lejctures on any subject . Certainly it Is
far £!uperior to the run of the mill movies we have
been seeing. X think that our time can be much
better spent in discussions such as ths«e. I feel
that much of our foul weather tiise is wasted, B.nd
I would welcoaie more of ths s&u^ type iT?,e©tini;c
that were participated in this morning,
k syetesj like this woui.d, I oelieve, solve many
of the s>roblem« which arise. As one of our officers
reiaarked, it gives you confidenc© in feeling that
you are acting as the othez* officers woulJ act In
a sitallar sltu^ntlon. X believe that this Is a




There wer« no directly opposed opinions, but a aumbor
of points were mitd© tist indicated th^t full aoc@pt||nce had
not been gained; for example:
I believe the method will ret very ^od results.
However, X feel the need of eoiaething as a concrete
baale for workln,- out these problems.
I relieve the nsfthod of i^eneral discussion Is
by far the best. Acting out the situation le too
»rtlfif:lftl to be or benefit. The dlecuesion uethod
with one person (preferably the one with the problem)
to lead or conduct, to h certain ext^iit, 'c/m' dis-
cussion seersss best.
In Ely Oi,>lnlon, the Intfer-chance of ideas during
a discussion period elEdlar to Uils will prove
valuable as lone aa th« discussion is led and steered
by one person, to preclude petty or uniiaportant sub-
jects froB consuming too aiuch tliae.
I*A?ER CU.^nE9
Events;
The remainder of the sessions helci by the squadron
were conducted under the leadership of the squadron coijanand-
er« During the&e neetlm^s he experimented with a number of
Kfethods of en^loylng the tt^chnlque, end reported regularly
on the events, giving hie opinions on each seasion and on
each Kiethod tried. The students were al^io queetlonad dur-
ing this period, and tliey often voluiiteercd information on
the program.
Clasaee ^^vt usually conductec in regular cla£srooms,
although the leaaer txperijKented under less ror&El con-










th« sqijtadron r«ftdy room
Report of Observer !
The observer investigator was not present »t all
aeaaions because they were often called on tne spur of the
Boment. The following oovjaents were therefore prepared
partly from personal obfaervations and partly from opiniona
formed froK student attitudes:
Intereat appeared to increase as the a^riee progressed.
One student missed a meeting and later txpreased regret,
asking when another would be neld so that he could arrange
to be present. Another note of student interest; a group
of officers voluntarily brought up the subject after work-
ing hoiirs at the officers* oess and discussed the method
for some time.
The students appeared to ;;-et into the "swing" of ect-
ing, and appeared to genuinely enjoy participating in
later skits, hcallstlc acting began to appear.
There apparently is some danger in the use of live ex-
perience situations, in that ijersonaiities were brought
out in some situations when names were not co3ipl©tely dis-
guised.
*^ A ready room is a room usee for flight briefin«*s
and pilot relaxation. 4vlatoi»s usually a^ait flight calls
here and play cards, drink coffee, or reaci. The room has










Report of Squadron Com, ander ( Group Leader );
The squadron cormander commcnta ar« fros. the point of
view of his i^oaltton aa the role -playing director:
1. Ho cilfflculcy «afi encountered In keeping die-
cusalons within bounds, although that tendency
had to be constantly matched.
2. Actual exp&rlence situations seamed to De th«
only sure method of gaining and holding
student interest.
5. Hot and heavy, even violent, arguments often
developed durlni the die cue a ion periods, but
it was found that they could be stopped by
asking ef^^ch side to act out its version for
group approval or rejection.
4. Student interest seeme^d to increase with each
session; there were several cases of discussions
continuing' well after class. Again, officers
not involved in the class, but within hearing
distance, would arop their reading or work and
come Join the sessions.
Student Heports :
The student reports of later sessions were nearly all
favorable; the students answered questions freely, end
reports of situations or suggestions were often volunteered.
The followin specific eowai^nts were received during the
period while classes were being held:
1 think i now know what to do if i encounter
a similar situation in the future.
i feel th«t acting helped me to f^et the
feelims and reactions of the sen better. The
boys are getting quite a "charge" out of the
acting.
lo ialcKj •!!* ao*rt ••!« miammoo i^fctraw^^ „f>-fbi.»p« *dT
lai i-iui*a»v' «Jl ^;jc Juu -J-j? u^jii '
bt!
'^;iO : M .'J ;tfs
- »rfT
r^-a.w i.Tu«»>.w^ ^.*i3«q« ^,nlwoXXo'\ '^rfT
jbXsii ^l»d •iftw ii«ii««Xo ©Xlrfw be ' .
oh otf ;f»rfw wo;
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1 think Intere t wa« filgher because we were using
true situations. The furgumente that ejime up during
the diacuselrms helped develop interest too,
Someone who Bpeciallses in this field should con-
duct the classeSf rather than utilising an untrained
officer as an instructor. Xhe discussion icust be
kept on the subject before pood results can be obtain-
ed.
Getting all the fellows* solutions helps in
getting a final best solution to the probleio.
The boys are becoming aware of the fact that they
are going to have to take more leadership respon-
fiibilltiee on their jobs.
TAPE KfcCORDfcfi ShSSIOU
Events !
A tape recorder waa employed in only one session, but,
because of the importance some authorities attach to its
use in role-playing eieetingB, that session has been reported
upon separately.
Ill this particular meeting, each situation was acted
out two or tlaree times with different actors in the roles.
The recorder picked u^ tne dialogue in each skit, and after
the scene was completed the tape was re-run Immediately.
The actors were allowed to cconsent on their own handling of
the case before the -^roup began discussion. lis cuss ions
were also recorded, as were the director's summary resaarka
following the discuasion periods.
itoi
at ^i-.
^•<11 Stdt ^aal •rt^ lo •n»«« aniinoosd •i* t^'
,^xjd ,flOie«»« »ao >cIno rsl b*5[oXq«« «a* na •sooa'i •q»d A
b«:fioq»n n*»d sod nola«*« tsii^ ^m^i$—m a0iY«
.nvrci 'ir:r ::? E'to:fr^c ,t^*?^'®^'^l^ :'iJw ff'jfsft -ift^f** <lo ow;# ^no
Report of Observer:
The use of the tftj c recorder Bcencd to "spark" the
•Ituation etsaospher*, but no actual Iciproveneni In leader-
Bhlp abilities or in acting was noted. In fact, the effect
of the recording's seeded more pronounced on the audlenos
than on the a c tore.
The recorded dleouaalona and suaanary talka did not
appear to add anything tc those parte of the eessiont al*
though they were found ueeful in analyzing the leseetlng the
following day. it le poesible that such reoordinrs would
be of value In exchanging views between training groups and
in providing a basis for problem selections by others.
Student Be ports ?
The students reported that they generally liked using
the tape recorder In cla&8, although two students stated
that they definitely did not like its use; they believed
that it brought out artificialities. I^one of the students
felt that the recorder was essential, although several
students reported that they thouftht It definitely helped





The total series included experimentation with a rep-
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reeentatlve number of KcUioda of ©mployriiont of tti© technique
in leaderaaip training* and with &ocoii«;>anying oiiaracterifttlo
introductions* discuasloaa, and eunMaries. in if^en«r&l*
warm*ap«» bu£a-««iifiion£« repeat perlormancoa* tape rhtord-
inga, and various aiecussion devices were applied to one or
more of the following aethods during the series:
!• yropsi*sd situations were used from time to tlsae
In creating Initial interest or In Introducing
a new subject.
^« l^aP^og^Pt^ situations arislnf out of aiscussions
or froBi student eugre®t;lons were used regularly,
^* ^^igaQtio leadership problems were used as a
basis for prepared situations and were also
Initiated as a result of class discussions.
^» ^^ol^ reversals were used frequently as a method,
and also as a device for settling discussion
disputes.
Report of Observer t
Initially the student group seemed hard to convince on
the merits of the technique. Kb early as the close af the
first meeting, however, the group Interet^t level had appar-
ently been raised above the level of ordinary claserooKi
method e. Frcm; that point on. Interest appeared to increase
throughout the series, because the series was quite short,
it is not known at what point the interest would level off
or drop, but *lthin the limits of this experiment. It
appears that studeijt Interest is a very important asset to
the method.
oU^-
ttii;» 0<r 9nii ifOTl b»tJi >I
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The aelectloa oV subject iiatter wae left to the cie-
cretion of the squadron conaaander, and his opinions and
flttltuder. ciay have Influenced the hee.vy use of real-life
experience type situations. The students also rnentloned
that they preferred this type of situation, and their llkei
and dislikes rooy have Influenced the pattern too. The In-
structor did use hypothetical situations fror, time to time,
but he lelt that such situations lacked the spark required
to Dulld and hold student interest.
The leader appeared to do an excellent teaching job
with a minimum of instruction and observation, thle could
have been the result of past experience. In tliat he was an
expctrlenced conference leader aivi had held a resp nelble
executive job in industry ocfore beinp recalled to active
duty, iie also appeared to be above average in his under-
standing of leadership principles and their application.
To offset these advantages, his olassroosi presents tions
indicated a l«ck of confidence, which may hav«^ be*n due to
a lack of practical military experience, or because of
personalities Involved.
The student group also lacked practical military ex-
perience, but It is not believed that this affected the
results of the program. Their lack of gillltary experience
was largely offset by their civilian experiences, and the








civilian experiences to military cases and to underatand
and apply the principles of leadership without difficulty.
Report o£ Squadron Coiaaander t
The aquadron c<»uaander w&a aaked to give his overall
views on the job and problems of the group leader « and Ms
auggaations for future employment of the isethod In local
eoBuaand aituatlona. He reported that, in hie opinion, a
formal "packaged" prograw would be of dubious value in in-
formal leadership training. He felt that a rlprid program
would reault In a loaa of instructor and student intereat.
However, he also believed that too loose an overall program
would be equally bad, in that varloue student groups might
fall to ret the theory of the anethod or becoaie confused,
nslght stress poor leadership principles in their training,
and might not be uniforit: in their approach to similar
problesis.
His reco«2^ndatlons, then. Included the uee of a con-
trolled but; flexible progi-aK, with ins true tore trained in
uniform methods of employment, fi^^ed loadership princiulee,
and for a sample program to ue available as an inati'uct! onal
guide. He believed that a nuiaber of hypothetical crises
ahould be furnished the training officer, but that the
saiBples and lllustx'ations should only be used until the
students become Involved enough to volunteer actual exper-
ience situations, it was his opinion that the method could
•ixi :>i;j» ^l^taai qui-i^ Jiii Ic .:i n^iJo'Xv, dl:£ cor^ Adcf no «*»iv
a .iiohilqt oniwamoo
X«nol
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best b« introduced through uee of a vicitinp tcai*i of ex-
perts.
As r«g«ra» his own e-xp«ricjiices a© a rolc-piayiiig
director, he i-eporteci that thfe pre -course trlei'in^s and
observatioa£ had been adequ&te for his purpO£@», except that
additional sample cases and Illustrations of claesrooifi
procedures would have assisted hicu in .getting the progi aa
underway. Once orientated in the oethod, he reported no
particular difficulties in planniui. or conducting classes.
He also stated that he had found the classes beneficial In
developing his own leaderuiiip ability. Luring the course
he Introduced several disguised experience i^^ituatiomt of
his own, and found that the acting? and subsequent discussions




It was difficult to obtain meaningful student reports
on the value ol the series of role- layixig sessions. «<lost
oottKents merely pointed out tae usually attributed aovant-
ages of the astthod. Ihe study ana scries were too brief to
allow evaluations of performance, and the officers concerned
were unable to competently report i^nproveisents in leadersxiip
ability.
The officers did feel that they hM gftined a better
nX X«lftXlaA^
3fi
Xiin9i9<liaoxi oi »Xd««ii •%••
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und«p8tandlnp of Itadeps Ip reaponslb'lltlas, of th€ feel-
invs of other people, and of the principles of lf?ader»hip.
They also reported tbst they had Incrc^ised their confidence
in their cbtlity to weet leaderahlp sltuatlone. Trio diffi-
culty In a'^ccptlng these -plnlone lies sialnly In the abseno*
of facts that v^ould substantiate the reported benefits.
Interest and self-confidence reports can be Klven a certain
amount oC credit, however, bccauue the :^tiK3en<vfi vj^-re in a
position to evaluate their own feelings.
Conoluelona ;
The practical application apparently proviaed a typi-
cal axample of local sdlltary coiomand reception Atid tre»t-
ment of the xole-playlng technique. Tlie experiment was
limited in scope, but appeared to serve the piirpose of the
»tuuy,
Probleras were encountered in noplicat.lon, but nothing
insurmountable developed, ai^ oothtni': entirely new was
brought out tlirough the exprrlnent. The results were en-
coiiraging, and Indicated that the method has proraiat^ as
a ailltary leadership training technique, lu ^'eneral, the
practical application served to verify the advantages,
lifflltationa, and hypotheses sus?:p:osted b the earlier
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CaAPTER VII
SUMMARY AML CONCLUSIOaS
Siaanry of Actlvlty t
The purpose of thla study was to conduct a survey of
role-playing as a leadership developoent technique. An
attempt was made to determine the objectives and procedures
that mlfht be applicable to the technique when applied as
an informal training method in local military comniands.
The method was considered as a supplementary training tool,
to be used to complement and supplement military leadership
development programs already in effect.
The survey was concerned with an investigation of
role-playing from five angles: What is role-playing? ?ihat
are the major obstacles iiivolved in its use? How could it
be applied in a military training situation? Bow would
It be received in military training circlest
To answer the first three questions, a library study
and two Individual InvtBtigations were undertaken. The
information thus obtained was applied to an srtlflcial
situation for theoretical application. The combined re-
sults of thtse efforts were then incorporated into an exper-
iment conducted by a military organisation, in oxvier to
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The survey of literature waa knowingly undertaken on
A broad scale, to enable the Inveitlgator to gain a well-
rounded view of the opinions of authorities in the fields
of psychiatry, psychology, education, industry, and the
military. Kaphasis was placed on the latter t^o areas be-
cause of the apparent appropriateness of the literature to
the problem at hand.
Two indiYidual field investigations and a practical
experiment were undertaken to supplement the Information
available from library studies. The first of these inves-
tigations consisted of a visit to the Neval Air Technical
Training Command, Haval Air station, ^empiiis, Tenneesee,
and the Maval Training Command, Grent L kes, Illinois,
where the student obcerved at tirsit hand the "practice
demonstration*' technique of Instruction practiced at the
instructor treinlnp schools at those bases,
A second field Investigation coneieted of a cae© study
conducted with students enrolled in the i4av%l i;t'«erve
Officers' Training Corps unit at the Ohio State University,
In this investigation, four classes were planned and con-
ducted by the invt^stigator, who acted as the group leader,
in order to gain a oetter undcratandins^ of the probleaa
of a role-playing director.
The practical try-out of the technique was contacted
by a ;4arine Corps fighter squadron, which p«ri?iitt6d a
-XX*w • nl»n oi „,.-_ ^:al •di aXdM* oit ««Im« b«oid a
•ftl»n «d9 nl ••UtntuiSuB lo eixolnXqo •f:Lir lo wit MteHErOn
n^8y£>ol «aei#Ji9iil^e «cioXo<tex*<l «l'x^«^<>X«<l '^^'
-•d wi*©xB o-J 'x#;td«X ^Ji* •l9BdqaA .'^larfiXiM
• baMf •• «»i
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typical local cofijiaand eettln^ for the experiment • The
try-out was planned anci observed by Uie investigator over
an eight week period, Active Investigator participation
included instructor preparation, leading the j-roup throu^
an Introductory denonetratlon, observation, and compilation
of coBjmenta of the participating officers.
Finditiga t
The flndlnirfi reaultin^: from the study represent an
appraisal rather than an evaluation of the method. The
limitations of the study dictated thie, but a u&eful over-
all picture of current uaee, appraisal of theoretical and
reportea values, the Job of the group leader, ana of the re-
sults of practical experience has resulted frotsi the study*
The preliminary survey of the literature concerned with
role -playing showed that, although the method is not new as
a training i^^vice, ll Ie relatively new In modern education.
Only in recent years has the technique been extenslvel:¥ used
in planned training programs in schools and with adult edu-
cation groups.
Most authoritice credit Doctor J. L. la^oreno with the
introduction of role -playing into laodern education. He,
and his disciples, have been instrun^ental in introducing
the technique in the areas of psychiatry, psychology, for-
mal education, and to some extent in industry. Use of the




twenty ymr», but th« aetnod la still In the experimental
stage in aoet fielae. industry and ttie military, in partic-
ular, have only begun to make uee of the various eurgested
usee of the technique. It waa found that use of the method,
in these latter fiela«, hae largely been restricted to three
clasfiificatlone: probleic feol¥ing, selection, and training.
It waa found, through a survey of educational lltera-
t\2re, that the majority of educational authorities consider
role-playing aa an educational metiiod concerned with the
learning by doing theory of learning, in the opinion of most
educators, the technique Is theoretically sound. They con-
eider it to be a valuable educational tool of an active
nature, useful In many fields of learnlap' because It pPQ"
vides the "doing" in the learnlnt^ proceat,
Induetrial training sien were found to be interested in
the method as a practical tralnim^ technique, becauae they
had need for more active training methods. There were few
concrete evideneea of reaiilts contained in their reports
of values, although isolated reports indicated promise. The
reports generally emphasized the interest gaining, flexibil-
ity, and speed features of the method, l^ost practical train-
ing authorities considered role-playing, as a valuable train-
ing method, suitable for use In conjunction «?ith other
training tools.
The investigation concerned with Uie isiajor obstacles
ill
•not t«<^ .Xmiioe ^XXAditoiosiIi sX •i/pXr
involved In the application of role-playing tn Icadurshlp
dev«lop»«nt Indicated that nsoat of the obstacles wcr« con-
cerned with the Job of the group leader. It was found that
authorities dloagree ae to the advisability of using line
executivea for this function. Thia was not found to be a
problcr. in the rallltary, however. In that military policy
and regulation prescribe that line «xecutiv«s5 will teach
in militflry proca'aiRS, The training for teachi nr a; .'ignisenta
wfxfi, therefore, found to be the principle problem in con-
sidering the selection and training' of role-playing in-
p true tors. There wae considerable evidence indicating that
thla problem could be aatlfifactorlly dealt with.
)Sost authorltlea agreed that the actual teaching Job,
ineludlng the groupinvr of students', selection of subject
Blatter, planning of seesions, and conduct of claeeee, ^aa
ooiaparabla to the job of the fionference or discussion group
leader, but that there were a- dltional elements Involved.
Tlieee elements were found to be Important, but not Insur-
mountable obstacles.
The theoretical application in a sillitarj situation
indicated that '^•.ctual us« of the tecrinlque would l^ feasi-
ble, although the assuraed case provided only one illustra-
tion of policy and practici^tl usage. The critical situations
base Cor employing rolc-playing in leadersriip training was











The experimental use of role-playing in a local com'-
Eiftnd training situation showed high student interest,
flexibility in application, and a ravoriille «tudent and
nanagement reception. There was evidence that the students
gained confidence in their ability to meet future leadership
situations as a result of their training experiences. The
case study generally verified the advantages, limitations,
and hypotheses t;ug ested by the survey of lltei»ature and
earlier personal investigations*
Conclusions X
The findings of the study have caused the investigator
to form the following conclusiones
1. There are two recognized classifications of the
use of role-playing appropriate for application
to military leadership development, Approechea
through problem solving and traininc, separately
and in combination, can apparently contribute
effectively to the executive growth of the
military officer.
2. Hole-playing is a theoretically sound training
technique; an exazaple of the "learning by doing"
family of educational devices, it is an active
learning method, featuring group participation,
student interest, flexibility, speed, and
practical application of knowledge.
5. fiole- laying snould be considered as another
valuable training technique, suitable for use
with other training; laethods, priiaarily to pro-
vide the "doing" ©iesient in the learning
process
•
i|. The success of tiie technique largely depends
upon the ability of the instructor, whose job
is difficult and complex. The obstacles in-
volved can be met through intelligent selection
exx
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of X*a<lsrs» adequate te&ch^r tralnlogt and
diligent application of teaching proo«
principles.
cedures and
There la no prescribed sjilitary policy that pro-
vides an estfiblished basis for leadership develop*
ment progx'arii. As a result* uaers arc Cr%m to
utilize any suitable method, such as the character-
istics approach or the critical situation approach.
Role-playing is acoeptaole to military officer
student groups, and will promote student Interest
in leadership improvement and development. Ihe
students will build confidence in their leadership
ability through use of the aiethod.
The method is still in a stage of development*
and its empirical validity remains to be proved,
^ost lasers are restricted in reporting its values
for this reason. An evaluation would require
ouservation of leadership development over a
considerable period of time, perhaps five to ten
years, to obtain the necessary validity check.
This study has resulted in a survey of uses and
possibilities. The etudy ends at a point where
the author can report that tl:ie results achieved
Indicate th«tt further study and exptriaentation
should prove valuable and worthwhile, however,
the current status of the method f*oe« not p€>rmlt
accurate conclusions to be drawn regarding values
that can bci gained from its use.
He commendations ;
The conclusions reached In this stt ly indicate that
eontiaued research would be of value . it 1b therefore
recommended that:
1. A( tjltional experimental military programs be
instituted under controlled contUtions, with
prescribed leadership principles, trained In-
structors, Hnd qualified observers.
2, I'he recommended exp rimcntal programs aiiould be
introduced on a v luntary trial basis, to supple-
. (t am B^blv
..Li no fiomoiqv^B •ol3«i
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sjont and complement existing ciilitary Icsdarshlp
development programs. These experisiento should
be careiully observed and reported upon to as&lst
tn continuation of tbe etudy.
3. An extenelve empirical validity check should be
made wl to one or more officer ^ro^j^pz over a con-
•Idereble period of tlise.
ij., Study fihoald be conducted leading toward the
cetermlnation of & aiilltary l&iiderfialp develop-
i&ent policy, upon which role-playln^^^ and other
leadership training progritcia c&n te unii'ortally
based. Until euoh a policy is adopted. It ie
r«coB!n.endeQ that the critical sltuatione approach
be utilised as a base for experimental role-
playing programs.
SuBaeary t
The appraisal of role-playing as a method of develop-
ing lailltary leaders has indicated that the technique may
be of value as a supplementary leaderfi-dp tralnin?c device.
The limitations Involved in the study prevented a comprehen-
sive evaluation, but the objectives and procedures found
useful In other areas appeared promising when applied to
the develojwient of military offloors . These results jus^ti-
fied the conclusion that additional experimentation and
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